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Abstrat
LOPES
STAR
is a prototype detetor for future experiments on the observation of
radio emission of ultra high energy osmi rays. Absolutely alibrated measurements of
the eletri eld strength with the LOPES
STAR
detetor were performed in oinidene
with the well-established air shower detetor KASCADE-Grande. The experimental
onguration allowed a simultaneous observation of east-west and north-south polarised
omponents of the eletri eld per antenna used.
This thesis disusses in detail the inuene of bakground soures on the detetor
onguration as well as the resulting self-trigger system. The implemented trigger sup-
presses strong bakground signals from the industrial environment on the site of the
Forshungszentrum Karlsruhe (rejetion > 99.9%) and is the basis for a hardware self-
trigger. Therefore, the system is adequate for any other detetor site.
Two dierent alibration methods are performed and ross-heked to onvert the
measured raw data into an eletri eld strength. Both methods result in the same
frequeny dependent alibration values within their unertainties. Furthermore, the
analysis of the radio emission of ten high quality shower events results in the most
probable sale parameter of d0 = (137 ± 18)m. The omparison of seleted events with
Monte Carlo simulations on an event-by-event basis points out a good orrespondene
within the given unertainties and onrms the geosynhrotron model. The overall
angular resolution of the arrival diretion results in only a few degrees. The presented
methods and algorithms are developed for the trigger system and the analysis and are
now standard tools for the data analysis in the LOPES ollaboration.
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Zusammenfassung
Triggersystem für Radiosignale aus kosmisher Strahlung
Das LOPES
STAR
Experiment ist ein Prototyp Detektor für zukünftige Experimente zum
Nahweis der Radioemission aus Luftshauern der höhsten Energien. Im Vordergrund
stehen dabei die Entwiklung und Optimierung eines unabhängigen Triggersystems für
Radiosignale, eine absolute Kalibration des Messaufbaues sowie ein besseres Verständnis
der Korrelation zwishen Radiosignalen und rekonstruierten Shauergröÿen etablierter
Luftshauerexperimente.
Zu diesem Zwek wurden 10 logarithmish-periodishe Dipolantennen auf der Flähe
des bewährten Luftshauerexperimentes KASCADE-Grande installiert. Jede Antenne
detektiert gleihzeitig die Nord-Süd und die Ost-West polarisierte Komponente des elek-
trishen Feldes in einem Frequenzbereih von 40−80MHz. Die Positionen der Antennen
auf dem Gelände des Forshungszentrums Karlsruhe bilden die Punkte eines gleihseiti-
gen Dreieks, welhes zur Rihtungsbestimmung durh Triangulation benutzt wird. Alle
Antennen bedeken zusammen eine Flähe von ungefähr 300 × 350m2 und sind in zwei
Gruppen mit vier Antennen und einer weiteren Gruppe mit zwei Antennen organisiert.
Ein von KASCADE-Grande gesendetes Signal startet automatish die Datenauslese aller
10 Antennen, falls ein Luftshauer mit einer Energie E > 1016 eV detektiert wurde.
Gleihzeitig werden die Eigenshaften der Sekundärteilhen bis zu einer Energie von
E < 1018 eV am Erdboden von KASCADE-Grande auf einer Flähe von 700 × 700m2
nahgewiesen.
Zusätzlih wurde ein identisher Messaufbau mit drei Antennen im Rahmen des Pierre
Auger Observatoriums in Argentinien installiert, um die dort vorherrshenden Unter-
grundeekte und Umwelteinüsse zu untersuhen. Es zeigte sih, dass die typishen
Untergrundeekte im Mittel eine Gröÿenordnung im Amplitudenspektrum geringer aus-
fallen als auf dem industriell geprägten Gebiet des KASCADE-Grande Experimentes.
Das Pierre Auger Observatorium bedekt eine Flähe von ungefähr 3000 km2 und bietet
damit ideale Bedingungen für ein groÿähiges Antennenfeld zur kontinuierlihen De-
tektion der Radioemission aus Luftshauern bei Energien über 1018 eV.
Die Entwiklung und Optimierung einer Strategie zur Selbsttriggerung für Radiosig-
nale wurde auf Basis von extern getriggerten Daten von KASCADE-Grande in Software
realisiert. In einem ersten Shritt wurden die transienten Störsignale von tehnishen
Anlagen sowie kontinuierlihe Radio und TV Signale, die mit dem Messaufbau detek-
tiert werden, analysiert und harakterisiert. Das entwikelte System zur Selbsttrig-
gerung unterdrükt dabei durh plausibel motivierte Parameter Störsignale innerhalb
einer Polarisationsrihtung. Die akzeptierten Radiosignale aus Luftshauern und Un-
tergrundsignale werden unter Ausnutzung der geometrishen Anordnung der Antennen
(Koinzidenzbedingung) weiter separiert. Radiosignale aus sehr geneigten Luftshauern
(Zenitwinkel θ > 60◦) sowie zivilisationsbedingte Störungen werden auf diese Weise un-
terdrükt.
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Nah Anwendung des implementierten Selbsttriggers auf den ausgewählten Datensatz
ergibt sih eine Unterdrükung von Störsignalen von über 99,9%. Für einen Energie-
bereih des Primärteilhens von 5 · 1017 eV < E < 1018 eV ergibt sih die Ezienz zu
über 90%. Die Reinheit eines Datensatzes ist deniert als das Verhältnis der akzep-
tierten Shauerereignisse zu der Anzahl aller akzeptierten Ereignisse (Shauer- und
Untergrundereignisse) und ergibt sih zu 6%. Das Triggersystem zeigt eine gute Re-
duktion von Untergrundereignissen sowie eine gute Akzeptanz von Shauerereignissen
unter den gegebenen Messbedingungen im Rahmen von KASCADE-Grande. Mit dieser
Arbeit ist die Mahbarkeitsstudie des vorgestellten Selbsttriggers erbraht.
Eine absolute Kalibration des Messaufbaues ist notwendig, um die Rohdaten in ADC-
Werten in eine elektrishe Feldstärke zu konvertieren. Dies bildet die Grundlage für
die Verikation der erzielten Resultate aus der Korrelationsanalyse. Zwei unabhängige
Methoden wurden durhgeführt, um die absolute Kalibration des LOPES
STAR
Detek-
tors zu verizieren. Zum einen wurden die harakteristishen Eigenshaften aller ver-
wendeten Einzelkomponenten präzise im Labor vermessen und mathematish so kom-
biniert, dass das Gesamtsystem beshrieben wird. Zum anderen wurde eine externe
Referenzantenne benutzt, welhe ein wohldeniertes Signalspektrum emittiert. Ein
entsprehender Vergleih der erzielten frequenzabhängigen Kalibrationskonstanten zeigte
eine sehr gute Übereinstimmung beider Methoden innerhalb ihrer Fehlergrenzen. Der
resultierende Gesamtfehler auf die gemessene Feldstärke kann damit zu σ| ~E| = 7.2% für
das LOPES
STAR
Experiment angegeben werden.
Die gewählte Nähe des LOPES
STAR
Experimentes zum Luftshauerexperiment
KASCADE-Grande bietet beste Voraussetzungen für Korrelationsanalysen. Es wurden
strenge Bedingungen an die Qualität der Rekonstruktion von Shauerereignissen durh
KASCADE-Grande und LOPES
STAR
gestellt. Der resultierende Datensatz enthält zehn
Shauerereignisse für weitere Untersuhungen.
Eine Parametrisierung des Radiosignals in Abhängigkeit der harakteristishen Gröÿen
eines Luftshauers erlaubt ein Vergleih der Ergebnisse vershiedener Experimente.
Gleihzeitig kann für Einzelereignisse mit rekonstruierter Geometrie die Energie des
Primärteilhens abgeshätzt werden. Unter Berüksihtigung beider Polarisations-
rihtungen (Nord-Süd und Ost-West) wurde eine Parametrisierung der Radiosignale
durhgeführt: in Abhängigkeit vom geomagnetishen Winkel α (Winkel zwishen Erd-
magnetfeld und Shauerahse), der Energie des Primärteilhens E und dem lateralen
Skalenparameter d0. Aus den Untersuhungen folgt ein Skalenparameter von d0 =
(137 ± 18)m und eine lineare Beziehung zur Energie des Primärteilhens (kohärente
Radioemission).
Die Grenzen der Winkelauösung werden durh vershiedene Faktoren, wie Zeit-
auösung oder Abstand und Anzahl der genutzten Antennen, bestimmt. Der verwen-
dete Aufbau erlaubt eine Bestimmung der Winkelauösung auf zwei untershiedlihe
Methoden. Bei der ersten Methode wird unter Annahme einer ebenen Shauerfront auh
dieselbe Rihtung für Shauerahse und Radiosignal angenommen. Es wird durh Trian-
gulation die Rihtung der Radiosignale bestimmt und die Dierenz zur rekonstruierten
Rihtung von KASCADE-Grande gebildet. Daraus ergibt sih eine Winkelauösung für
den Azimutwinkel ϕ und Zenitwinkel θ von ∆ϕ ≈ ∆θ ≈ 7◦ mit einer systematishen
Vershiebung von ∆ϕ ≈ 2◦ und ∆θ ≈ −1◦. Die zweite Methode nutzt künstlih erzeugte
Störsignale, die Ähnlihkeit zu Radiosignalen aufweisen. Verworfene Untergrundsignale
Vmit einem Zenitwinkel θ ≈ 90◦ werden benutzt, um die Häugkeitsverteilung des Azimut-
winkels zu untersuhen. Diese Methode kann dabei keine Aussage über die Winkelge-
nauigkeit des Zenitwinkels geben, da dieser als konstant angenommen wird. Setzt man
voraus, dass die Quellen dieser shauerähnlihen Signale während der Messdauer weder
ihre Position noh ihre Signalform ändern, dann erreiht man mit dem LOPES
STAR
Detektor mit mindestens drei und höhstens vier Antennen eine Winkelauösung von
∆ϕ ≈ 0.6◦.
Eine weitere Untersuhung der Shauereigenshaften der gewählten zehn Shauer-
ereignisse zeigt ein klares Dezit aus südliher Rihtung. Luftshauer aus dieser Rihtung
weisen einen geringen geomagnetishen Winkel auf und emittieren gemäÿ dem Geosyn-
hrotron Modell, ein Modell zur Beshreibung der Radioemission aus Luftshauern, nur
shwahe Radiosignale.
Während der zur Verfügung stehenden Messdauer wurden zwei Luftshauer von allen
zehn installierten Antennen detektiert. Diese Shauer wurden ausgewählt, um die
Lateralverteilung auf Basis von Einzelereignissen mit deren Monte Carlo Simulationen zu
vergleihen. Es zeigt sih hierbei eine gute Übereinstimmung mit dem Geosynhrotron
Modell und den darauf aufbauenden Simulationen. Eine Ausnahme bilden dabei Signalen
nahe der Shauerahse. Jedoh wird die Stärke der Radiosignale in den vershiedenen
Polarisationen qualitative rihtig reproduziert.
LOPES
STAR
ist ein absolut kalibrierter Detektor für Radiosignale aus kosmisher
Strahlung. Das vorgestellte Triggersystem unterdrükt transiente und kontinuierlihe
Störsignale und akzeptiert dabei Radiosignale aus Luftshauern. Zur Zeit wird im
Rahmen von LOPES
STAR
ein Hardwaretrigger in Betrieb genommen, welher eine auf
diese Elektronik angepasste Version des Triggersystems beinhaltet. Dieser wird zuerst
auf dem Gelände des Forshungszentrums Karlsruhe und anshlieÿend im Rahmen des
Pierre Auger Observatoriums in einer Testumgebung mit drei Antennen installiert und
veriziert. LOPES
STAR
bietet damit ideale Voraussetzungen, um dem Ziel eines Anten-
nenfeldes in der Gröÿe von mehreren zehn Quadratkilometern näher zu kommen. Dies ist
notwendig, um den Eekt der Radioemission aus Luftshauern und deren Korrelation
mit einer Vielzahl von Luftshauerparametern besser untersuhen zu können. Die in
dieser Arbeit erzielten Ergebnisse werden im geplanten Radioexperiment im Rahmen
des Pierre Auger Observatoriums umgesetzt und tragen dazu bei, das Geosynhrotron
Modell zu verizieren.
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Chapter 1
Introdution
The disovery of osmi rays is related to the balloon experiments of Vitor Hess. He
measured the altitude dependene of the disharge rate of eletrosopes and deteted that
the intensity of ionising radiation rises with inreasing height at about 1000m above the
ground. He onluded that the origin of this radiation is not from the Earth [Hess 12℄.
High energy osmi rays initiate showers of seondary partiles in the atmosphere
of the Earth by interating with the nulei of air moleules. The seondary partiles
propagate through the atmosphere with a veloity almost lose to the speed of light as
a dis of partiles. This phenomenon of extensive air showers was rst understood and
studied in detail by Pierre Auger and ollaborators [Auge 39℄.
Many proesses are related to the generation and development of extensive air showers.
In partiular, the emission proesses in the radio frequeny range of the lightest harged
partiles are of interest for this thesis as well as the establishing of new omplementary
detetion tehniques for high energy osmi rays in astro-partile physis.
Radio pulses from osmi rays were rst experimentally disovered by Jelly and ol-
laborators [Jell 65℄ and, were soon veried by several experiments in the late 1960s. In
the following years the ativities almost ompletely stopped due to diulties with radio
interferenes, unertainty about the interpretation of the results and the suess of other
detetion methods (e.g. sintillator and uoresene).
The observation of radio emission of extensive air showers is performed with the
LOPES
STAR
experiment by using an array of ten antennas at the loation of the well-
alibrated extensive air shower experiment KASCADE-Grande. This allows to perform
oinident investigations on the properties of the shower partiles and the radio emission.
The LOPES
STAR
antennas measure absolutely alibrated the north-south & east-west
polarised omponents of the eletri eld. The onguration of the experiment om-
bined with the benet of KASCADE-Grande gives the possibility to develop a digital
self-trigger system on the radio emission of osmi rays.
Chapter 2 gives an introdution to extensive air showers and desribes the proesses
of radio emission and their Monte Carlo simulations. An overview of the onguration
of the experiment is presented in hapter 3. Two independent and onsistent alibration
methods are introdued and disussed in hapter 4. A detailed disussion about the
requirements of a self-trigger system and the resulting strategy are presented in hapter 5.
Finally, the parametrisation of the eletri eld strength and an event-by-event analysis
are presented in hapter 6.
2 Chapter 1 Introdution
Chapter 2
High Energy Cosmi Rays
The investigation of osmi rays is one of the most ative elds in astro-partile physis.
Origin, aeleration, and transport of the osmi rays through interstellar and intergala-
ti spae are not fully understood even 100 years after their disovery. Large detetor
arrays with high duty yle and a ombination of multiple detetion tehniques are
needed to solve these open questions.
This hapter gives a brief introdution to the observed energy spetrum of osmi rays
and the mehanisms behind extensive air showers. Furthermore, the geosynhrotron
model as a model of the emission of radio signals is desribed and disussed on the basis
of Monte Carlo simulations.
2.1 Cosmi Ray Flux
Cosmi rays are primarily nulei with kineti energies overing 12 orders of magnitude
from a hundred MeV to several hundred EeV. The integrated ux dereases strongly
with inreasing energy and spans more than 30 deades, so that numerous partiles per
cm2 · s reah the Earth at low energies, but only one partile per km2 and entury at the
highest energies.
The energy spetrum of the osmi rays is almost featureless. Extending from 109 eV
up to 1020 eV the spetrum follows a power law E−γ with a spetral index of γ ≈ 2.7.
In order to point out deviations from the power law fall o, the ux, shown in g. 2.1,
has been multiplied by E2.5.
A power law fall o is expeted in the ase of stohasti aeleration of harged partiles
at astrophysial shoks as proposed by Fermi [Ferm 49℄. The Fermi mehanism works
most eiently in the ase of diuse shok aeleration when partiles enounter the
wave front of the shok several times. In addition, it explains the aeleration during
supernova explosions, where material of several solar masses is ejeted at a speed larger
than the speed of sound in the interstellar medium and results in a strong shok wave
that propagates radially. This aeleration mehanism ombined with the propagation
proesses through the medium an qualitatively explain the whole energy range of the
energy spetrum observed on Earth.
The two visible hanges of the spetral index, shown in g. 2.1, one at E ≈
3 · 1015 eV [Kuli 59℄ and the other at E ≈ 4 · 1018 eV [Bird 93℄ are referred to within
the astrophysis ommunity as the knee and the ankle of the spetrum in analogy to
the shape of a leg. All the spetral features might be interpreted as a hange of the
aeleration mehanism at the soures, as a propagation eet or as a hange of the
hadroni interation ross setion with inreasing energy.
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Figure 2.1: The ux of the osmi rays is multiplied by E2.5 to underline the features of
the energy spetrum. The energy range of the LOPES experiment and the upoming
radio detetor at the Pierre Auger Observatory are indiated by the arrows.
The knee might be onsidered to be an aeleration feature. The energy of the osmi
ray is proportional to the harge of the partile. The maximum energy that an be
reahed by Fermi shok aeleration follows E
max
≈ bs ·Z ·B ·L, where bs is the shok
veloity, Z is the harge of the partile, B is the magneti eld strength, and L or-
responds to the Larmor radius (radius of gyration). Thus, the knee is explained as a
drop of the aeleration possibilities for dierent partiles. Possible aeleration sites
are supernova remnants.
The knee also might be interpreted as a propagation result due to a hange in the
regime of diusion in the galati magneti eld [Ptus 05, Cand 02℄. The KArlsruhe
Shower Core and Array DEtetor (KASCADE) experiment has shown that the ontri-
bution to the ux from protons fall o earlier than from helium [Ulri 03℄.
Around 1017 eV there might be a seond steepening of the spetral index observed
 the seond knee [Mar 05℄. The experimental status does not allow to determine
this energy well, but the KASCADE-Grande and the other experiments will larify the
harateristis of this energy range of the osmi ray ux in the near future.
The ankle is a rise of the spetral index at energies above 4 · 1018 eV. The experimental
evidene is less strong than at lower energies due to the already very low partile ux and
the large detetion area needed. The most probable models assume that the extragalati
omponent then dominates the ux of partiles and that the galati omponent dies
out, due to missing aeleration mehanisms in our galaxy. The position of the ankle
would be the energy where the two omponents equally ontribute to the total ux.
The last feature of the energy spetrum is a ut-o at energies above 5 · 1019 eV and
was independently predited by Greisen [Grei 66℄ and Zatsepin & Kuz'min [Zats 66℄, the
so-alled GZK-eet. The energy of these osmi rays is now high enough to interat
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with the Cosmi Mirowave Bakground (CMB) and they lose the main part of their
energy due to the following interation:
γ
CMB
+ p→ ∆+1232MeV → n+ π+ (BR 33%)
→ p+ π0 (BR 66%) (GZK-eet)
The numbers in brakets denote the approximated Branhing Ratios (BR). The γ
CMB
photons have a temperature of 2.7K and ll up the universe as a uniform bakground
radiation measured rst by Penzias & Wilson [Penz 65℄.
Aeleration and propagation of osmi rays at high energies is one of the puzzles that
have not been yet solved in astro-partile physis. Up to energies of several 109 eV they
are of solar origin, but above this energy due to the maximum aeleration power in
the Sun and the leakage of day-night variations of the measured ux, they must have
another soure outside of the solar system.
The rst evidene that osmi ray partiles were harged was given by east-west asym-
metries aused by their deetion in the magneti eld of the Earth. Up to energies of
a few 1018 eV the arrival diretions are ompletely isotropi. The osmi rays of the
highest energies are aeted by galati and extragalati magneti elds. Only above
an energy of 1018 eV, partiles annot be onned by the ≈ 3µG magneti eld of our
galaxy anymore and traking bak these partiles might be possible. Their arrival di-
retion and origin might be reonstruted depending on the intergalati magneti elds
and the distane to the soure, due to the fat that the deetion angle is less than 5◦
for nearby astrophysial objets assuming partile energies of approximate 1019 eV.
The explanation of soures of ultra high energy osmi rays has a long history. Even
before the soures were identied, it was assumed that nearby radio galaxies, whih
ontain Ative Galati Nulei (AGN) were very good aelerating sites. AGN are super-
massive blak holes with a mass 6 orders of magnitude larger than the solar mass. In
the region lose to the blak hole a big amount of matter is areted and parts of it
are released in the form of jets. The maximum energy that might be reahed in these
astrophysial objets is 1021 eV [Bier 87℄. The aeleration sites for the ultra high energy
osmi rays an be interpreted as a beam dump: Where the jet hits an intergalati loud
of matter from galaxies or the region very lose to the blak hole or even in remnants of
the fossil jets of old AGNs.
2.2 Extensive Air Showers
In analogy to a xed-target experiment one an onsider the atmosphere ating as a
(inhomogeneous) alorimeter and the inoming osmi rays as the beam partiles. At
large altitudes the depth of penetration of the rst interation strongly utuates due
to the low density of the atmosphere. The eletromagneti asade initiated in the
rst interations from the pion (π±, π0) and kaon (K±,K0) deays is important for the
detetion of the radio emission of osmi rays.
Heitler developed a simple asading model for the eletromagneti omponent (e±
and γ partiles) [Heit 49℄. It desribes the main harateristis by the development of
an extensive air shower and is introdued here for simpliation.
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The energy of the primary partile E0 is larger than the ritial energy Ec, whih
is needed to interat with the partiles in the atmosphere. The basi proesses are
bremsstrahlung and pair prodution. Two partiles always result from one interation
and in addition, it is assumed that both partiles are equal in energy. After a number
of interations n the total number of partiles orresponds to 2n with an energy per
partile of E0/2
n
. One interation ours after a splitting length of λ = X0 ln 2, where
X0 is the radiation length for air. The maximum number of interations is proportional
to ln(E/Ec). The air shower develops and reahes its maximum at an atmospheri
depth of X
max
= λ log2(E0/Ec) ∝ ln(E0) with the maximal number of partiles Nmax =
E0/Ec [Stan 04℄.
Note: The eletromagneti radiation length in the air orresponds to X0 ≈ 37 g/cm2.
At the atmospheri depth X
max
the shower development reahes a maximum for the
number of partiles N
max
and afterwards the number exponentially dereases due to
bremsstrahlung and ionisation loses. The longitudinal shower development an be de-
sribed by the parametrisation by Gaisser-Hillas [Gais 77℄:
N(X) = N
max
·
(
X −X0
X
max
−X0
)Xmax−X0
λ
· exp
(
X
max
−X
λ
)
This parametrisation desribes the number of partiles N in dependene on the atmos-
pheri depth X. The two parameters, X
max
and λ, result from a t to the shape of the
shower front.
The distribution in the atmosphere of the seondary partiles form up an extensive
air shower that is desribed by three main omponents: Eletromagneti (e+, e− and γ),
muoni (µ+ and µ−), and hadroni (mainly: π±, π◦, n, p, K± and K◦). Eletromagneti
partiles are the most numerous ones and arry the main part of the total energy (≈
97%). The remaining energy is shared by the other omponents (muoni part: ≈ 1.7%).
Any air shower that is initiated by an atomi nulei as the primary partile starts from
its hadroni omponent. The hadroni omponent onsists of the strong interating
partiles in the air shower, fragments of nulei, single nuleons and mesons, for example.
The hadroni omponent orresponds to about 1% of all the partiles arriving on the
ground. The rst ollision typially produes more than fty seondaries, whih arry
most of the energy in the early shower stage. These partiles are emitted losely to
the original partile diretion due to high longitudinal momentum. The lateral spread
extends only a few tens of meters around the shower axis at the observation level.
The muoni omponent onsists of all the muons that are produed during the
shower development. Charged mesons, pions or kaons for example, derive from the
hadroni omponent and have a short life time. If no interation ours during their
propagation, then they will deay to lighter mesons or diretly to muons.
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π± → µ± + νµ
K
± → µ± + νµ (BR 64%)
→ π0 + π± (BR 21%)
→ 3π± (BR 5%)
→ π0 + µ± + νµ (BR 3%)
µ± → e± + νe + νµ
The life time of relativisti muons (τ ≈ 2.2µs) is muh longer than the life time of the
hadroni omponent and most of the muons reah the surfae of the Earth (depending on
the zenith angle and the primary energy of the osmi ray). They an lose their energy
in several ways: Ionisation, bremsstrahlung, diret e± pair prodution and photonulear
interations.
The eletromagneti omponent onsists of the lightest partiles in the shower
(eletrons and positrons) and the photons. The total number of harged partiles is
dominated by this omponent. The neutral or harged mesons, derived from the hadroni
omponent, deay by 99% to photons or muons.
π0 → γγ
π± → µ± + νµ
The harged pions live about 108 times longer than the neutral pions, whih might lead
to a smaller ontribution to the eletromagneti omponent. The two resulting energeti
photons from the π0 deay reate eletrons (pair prodution). These eletrons generate
photons by bremsstrahlung.
γ → e+e− (pair prodution)
e± → e± + γ (bremsstrahlung)
A asade of eletromagneti partiles is initiated until the energy falls below a ritial
energy Ec (Heitler model). The ritial energy for the eletromagneti omponent in
the air orresponds to Ec ≈ 80MeV. Then the energy loss due to ionisation beomes
dominant and no further partiles are produed. At this stage the asade starts to die
out and the exponential derease takes eet (parametrisation from Gaiser-Hillas).
Besides the reation and loss of partiles in the longitudinal diretion, the eletromag-
neti omponent suers Coulomb sattering. The Molière theory desribes the laterally
spread out of partiles and ontains the Molière radius Rm as a harateristi quantity
of extensive air showers [Moli 47, Moli 48℄.
The lateral distribution of eletrons on the observation level is desribed by the NKG
funtion [Grei 56, Kama 58℄ (named after Nishimura, Kamata, and Greisen) and follows:
ρ(d
axis
) =
Ne
2π ·R2m
·
(
d
axis
Rm
)s−α
·
(
1 +
d
axis
Rm
)s−β
· Γ(β − s)
Γ(s)Γ(β − α · s)
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The eletron density ρ(d
axis
) is alulated from the measured number of eletrons Ne
on the observation level and the distane to the shower axis d
axis
. The parameter s (or
shower age) is tted to the lateral partile distribution, measured on the ground and
desribes the lateral shape, whereas the parameters α and β are used as a normalisation
fator.
An estimation of the primary energy an be performed on the basis of the total partile
number determined by the NKG funtion, whereas the primary mass an be estimated
from the ratio of the measured muon number to the eletron number (Nµ/Ne) [Haun 03a℄.
2.3 Radio Emission
In addition to the energy loss of partiles of the eletromagneti omponent, further
seondary eets are expeted from these numerous partiles in extensive air showers.
They exite nitrogen moleules in the air by ionisation and thereby lose part of their
energy. The de-exitation of the moleules is partly emitted as uoresene light and an
be observed with telesopes on the ground level, as done at the Pierre Auger Observatory
[Blue 03, Abra 04℄.
Eletromagneti radiation is emitted when harged partiles pass through an insulator
at a speed greater than the speed of light in that medium, the so-alled Cherenkov
radiation. The refrative index of the air n
air
≈ 1.000292 (λ = 589nm) is only slightly
larger than the one of the vauum n
va
= 1. This is a large bakground soure for
uoresene measurements [Nerl 05℄, but it ontributes only little to the emission in the
radio frequeny range.
It was Askaryan who proposed an eet leading to radio emission in the air and
espeially in dense media [Aska 62, Aska 65℄. The eletromagneti asade generates e±
pairs by pair prodution. The positrons might annihilate with the eletrons of the air
moleules. Furthermore, the eletrons from the air moleules might be regenerated and
may ontribute to the eletromagneti omponent. This leads to a negative harge exess
that travels faster towards the Earth than the speed of light in the air and additionally
emits Cherenkov radiation. The emission will be oherent for wavelengths smaller than
the shower dis thikness.
Finally, the radio signal an be observed on the ground due to the fat that the
atmosphere is radio transparent. The origin of radiation in the radio frequeny range
in the air is most likely onneted to the magneti eld of the Earth and was suggested
as a geomagneti prodution by Hazen and ollaborators [Haze 69℄. The rst analytial
model that took the harge exess and the geomagneti emission mehanism into aount
was developed by Kahn & Lerhe [Kahn 66℄.
2.3.1 Geosynhrotron Model
The magneti eld of the Earth might be approximated as a magneti dipole. All the
partiles of an extensive air shower penetrate through this magneti eld
~
B with a
veloity
~
v. Partiles with a harge q are deeted due to the Lorentz fore ~F:
~
F = q
(
~
v× ~B
)
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Figure 2.2: Positron and eletron propagate through the magneti eld
~
B of the Earth
and are deeted due to the Lorentz fore. The aelerated and harged partiles emit
eletromagneti radiation (radio frequeny range) in the diretion of motion.
The inuene of the Lorentz fore
~
F on the lightest harged partiles is illustrated in
g. 2.2 with a vertial diretion of motion and a magneti eld pointing into the piture
plane.
Any aelerated harged partile (harge q, mass m, energy E) ontributes to ele-
tromagneti radiation due to the synhrotron radiation. The amount of radiation loss
follows −∆E
syn
∝ ( E
mc2
)4
for a omplete gyration yle of the partile in the magneti
eld. Thus, only the lightest partiles (e±) ontribute to radio emission. The eet for
muons is weaker due to their higher mass 8 orders of magnitude (mµ ≈ 207 ·me). The
eletromagneti radiation is emitted in the radio frequeny range (for air) and in forward
diretion with an emission one proportional to the inverse Lorentz fator (∝ γ−1).
This synhrotron radiation in relation to the geomagneti eld of the Earth is alled
geosynhrotron radiation.
The observation of radio emission from extensive air showers has a number of ad-
vantages ompared to the established measurement tehniques, like the observation of
uoresene light or the detetion of seondary partiles on the ground.
The geosynhrotron radiation is almost independent of the observing onditions, ex-
ept during thunderstorms. The additional eletri elds during thunderstorm onditions
might aelerate or deelerate the harged partiles and radio emission is amplied or
attenuated [Buit 07℄.
A muh higher duty yle by radio observations is possible due to day and night
measurements, whereas optial observations are limited by the light of the Sun or the
Moon and louds. The possible duty yles at the Pierre Auger Observatory and during
the LOPES experiment are larger than 95%.
The atmosphere of the Earth is almost transparent for radiation in the radio frequeny
domain and the emission of extensive air showers is not attenuated. Thus, radio emission
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Figure 2.3: Monte Carlo simulated eld strength |Eω| in the frequeny domain for a
vertial shower with a primary energy of 1017 eV. The shown distanes orrespond to
dierent observation distanes to the shower axis by moving to the north. The steep fall
o (double logarithmi sale) levels o numerial noise at large frequenies [Hueg 07℄.
from highly inlined air showers is observed, whereas the seondary partiles have almost
died out on the ground level [Petr 07℄. Suh investigations might help to study highly
inlined air showers and air showers that are indued by high energy neutrinos.
2.3.2 Monte Carlo Simulations
Falke & Gorham developed a omplete model to desribe the radio emission in the
ontext of the geomagneti eld [Fal 03℄. Analytial approahes are available to desribe
the shower evolution in relation to its atmospheri depth. The ombination of these
approahes with Monte Carlo simulations allows to parametrise the radio emission of
extensive air showers as given in eq. 2.1 [Hueg 05a, Hueg 05b℄.
|E(r, ϕ0, Ep,Xmax)| =fE0
(
Ep
1017 eV
)0.96
· exp
(
−200m · (α(Xmax − 1) + l(r, ϕ0)
α(X
max
) · lθ
)
· exp
(
−
f
MHz − 10
47.96 · exp (−l(r, ϕ0))
)
(2.1)
This parametrisation inludes a hange of the sale fator lθ with respet to the shower
maximum X
max
expressed as the ratio α(X
max
) = lθ(Xmax)/lθ(631 g/cm
2). The sale
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Figure 2.4: The simulated eld strength in the time domain of the same simulated shower
event as shown in g. 2.3. The illustrated pulses are saled for a better omparison and
represent dierent distanes to the shower axis by moving to the north [Hueg 07℄.
parameter l(r, ϕ) = r
√
1− cos2(ϕ0 − ϕ) sin2 θ is the transformation from the ground-
based to the shower-based oordinate system. Here ϕ and θ speify the shower azimuth
and zenith angle, r orresponds to the observer distane from the shower entre and ϕ0
orresponds to the azimuth angle of the observer. The eletri eld strength of eq. 2.1
an be approximated as linear in relation to the energy Ep of the primary partile and
follows a power law relation with an index of κ ≈ 0.8 − 1.0 due to the position of the
observer in relation to the shower ore.
The exat shower evolution of the eletrons and positrons is provided by the air shower
simulation pakage CORSIKA [Hek 98℄ and plays an important role for sophistiated
Monte Carlo simulations. The lateral distribution of the partiles, the shower-to-shower
utuations, the energy ontent as well as the partile numbers are available for simula-
tion of radio emission [Hueg 07℄.
At this point of the Monte Carlo simulations we were able to investigate in detail the
dierenes between the simulated data and the measured data and were able to verify
the geosynhrotron model. Suh a simulated shower event is illustrated in the frequeny
domain in g. 2.3 as well as in the time domain in g. 2.4. These data are based on
proton indued air showers with an energy of E = 1017 eV. The zenith and azimuth
angles are θ = 30◦ and ϕ = 180◦ (north diretion). The shown distanes to the shower
axis result from a movement of the observer towards the north.
The introdued Monte Carlo simulation based on CORSIKA might be regarded as an
approah in a mirosopi way of modelling the radio emission in extensive air showers
and is being studied by Kalmykov and ollaborators as well [Kalm 06℄. A marosopi
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point of view, the magneti eld of the Earth indues a net eletri urrent in the eletron-
positron plasma of the eletromagneti omponent by deeting the lightest harged
partiles (Lorentz fore) in opposite diretions, is being investigated as well [Sho 08℄.
The alulated pulses have a small negative pulse shape in this marosopi model,
whih is negleted in the Monte Carlo simulations, but is now being onsidered [Hueg 08℄.
Sine all the Monte Carlo studies are still under development, a experimentally veria-
tion of the dierent approahes has to be performed with reent and future experiments.
2.3.3 Past and Reent Experiments
The experimental veriation started in the 1960s after the preditions of
Askaryan [Aska 62, Aska 65℄. The rst disovery of radio pulses in orrelation with os-
mi ray air showers at a frequeny of f = 44MHz and a bandwidth of ∆f = 2.75MHz is
related to Jelly and ollaborators [Jell 65℄. In the following years emission from 2MHz
up to 520MHz was found. The experimental and theoretial results were summarised in
a detailed review by Allan [Alla 71℄.
A parametrisation results from this review, whih is determined by the measurements
of the radio emission ombined with the theoretial expetations at this time as given
in eq. 2.2.
ǫf = 20 ·
(
Ep
1017 eV
)
· sinα · cos θ · exp
(
− daxis
d0(f, θ)
) [
µV
m ·MHz
]
(2.2)
Where Ep is the energy of the primary partile, α the angle between the shower axis
and the geomagneti eld lines (geomagneti angle), θ is the zenith angle and d
axis
orresponds to the distane between the antenna and the shower axis (referene frame
of the shower). The sale parameter d0 was determined at about 110m at f = 55MHz
onsidering θ < 35◦.
The historial experiments were limited by the existing tehnology. Measurements
with a very small bandwidth of a few MHz were performed and no digital eletronis
for data storing or suient trigger onepts were available. Improvements by other
detetion tehniques (e.g. sintillator and uoresene) had the onsequene of stopping
further experimental investigations on radio emission of extensive air showers.
In fat, if a oinidene of several partile detetors was deteted an analogue trigger
took a piture of the sreen of an osillosope. These photographs were used to analyse
the observed radio emission. The reeived amount of bakground (mono-frequent and
transient signals) ould not be suppressed by digital tools and lowered the quality of
the data. Measurements were often only done at night when ommerial TV and radio
stations were turned o [Week 01℄.
The eld of radio emission from osmi ray air showers revived with the tehnial
and theoretial improvements. Sine the work of Falke & Gorham [Fal 03℄ many new
experiments have been installed to observe the geosynhrotron radiation. These exper-
iments follow new approahes with digital eletronis state-of-the-art, for example the
CODALEMA experiment [Ardo 05℄ and the LOPES experiment with its dierent on-
gurations like LOPES10 [Horn 06℄, LOPES30 [Nehl 08a℄ as well as LOPES
STAR
[this
thesis℄.
The LOPES experiment measures the radio emission of osmi ray air showers
(Ep < 10
18 eV) in oinidene with the well-established extensive air shower experi-
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ment KASCADE and KASCADE-Grande, respetively [Anto 03, Nava 04℄. The proof-
of-priniple with this kind of detetion tehnique was shown [Fal 05℄. A parametrisa-
tion of the radio pulse height ǫ
est
of the signal measured in the east-west polarisation
(40 − 80MHz) as a funtion of the geometry of the air shower and the energy of the
primary partile Ep, simular to eq. 2.2, was investigated and is given in eq. 2.3 [Horn 06℄.
ǫ
est
=(11 ± 1) · ((1.16 ± 0.03) − cosα) · cos θ
· exp
(
− daxis
(236 ± 81)m
)
·
(
Ep
1017 eV
)(0.95±0.04) [
µV
m ·MHz
]
(2.3)
A omparison of eq. 2.2 with eq. 2.3 points out several dierenes, e.g. the resulting
sale parameter d0 = (236 ± 81)m diers by a fator of 2, whereas the parametrisation
of the geomagneti angle α follows dierent approahes. A more detailed disussion
about the parametrisation of the measured eld strength of the past experiments and
the results from the LOPES
STAR
experiment is presented in the analysis hapter 6.
So far the omparison of theories and experimental results are not omplete nor fully
understood. A larger antenna array with good alibration, rened analysis of the data,
and suient self-trigger system to suppress transient signals and radio interferenes
(e.g. TV transmitters) is neessary. LOPES
STAR, as desribed in the next hapter, is a
main building blok on this path.
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Chapter 3
LOPES
STAR
3.1 Introdution
The LOfar PrototypE Station (LOPES) is installed on the site of the Forshungszentrum
Karlsruhe to reord radio emission emitted by Cosmi Rays (CRs). The measurements
are performed in oinidene with the well-established extensive air shower experiment
KASCADE-Grande. In a rst step 10 and later additional 20 short dipole antennas with
an inverted V-shape (LOPES30) were installed to observe the east-west polarised om-
ponent of the eletri eld and are externally triggered by KASCADE-Grande [Horn 06℄.
Later a rearrangement of the LOPES30 antennas was performed to be able to measure
the north-south & east-west polarised omponent of the eletri eld with at least 15 an-
tennas. The LOPES30 onguration is set up within the KASCADE-Array, whih limits
the signal quality due to the emitted eletromagneti noise of the partile detetors.
The LOPES Self Triggered Array of Radio detetors (LOPES
STAR
) is the enhane-
ment of LOPES30 to optimise detetion tehniques for radio emission of high energy
osmi rays, in partiular to provide a self-trigger system [Gemm 06℄. In addition, it is
a prototype detetor for large-sale arrays, like the Pierre Auger Observatory.
Based on theory and simulations osmi ray partile produes a broadband signal in
the range of a few MHz up to over 100MHz. The LOPESSTAR experiment reords a
frequeny band from 40−80MHz with an array of 10 antennas for the north-south & east-
west polarised omponents. The measured signals are onvoluted with the harateristis
of the eletronis used. A reonstrution of the spetrum is only possible within the
observed frequeny range.
This hapter desribes the detetor layout and onguration as well as all the ompo-
nents of the signal hain. Furthermore, an overview of the KASCADE-Grande experi-
ment is given, the external trigger used is desribed, and the developed and optimised
digital methods for the data analysis of LOPES
STAR
are presented.
3.2 Detetor Layout
3.2.1 Forshungszentrum Karlsruhe
LOPES
STAR
is installed inside the area of the KASCADE-Grande experiment (see
g. 3.1) so that the radio bakground generated by the partile detetors (KASCADE-
Array) is not measured. Eah marked position (red triangle) orresponds to one antenna
measuring east-west and north-south polarisation. The 10 antennas are arranged in three
lusters. Two lusters (D17 and D30) onsist of four antennas and one luster (D19)
onsists of two antennas. The name onvention of the lusters is simply given by the
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Figure 3.1: Layout of the osmi ray experiments KASCADE-Grande (Array, Grande,
and Piolo), the radio detetor LOPES30 as well as LOPES
STAR
(red triangle), and
the external radio trigger onstraint (7-out-of-7-oinidene) from KASCADE-Grande
(dashed blak line).
identiation number of the nearby KASCADE-Grande station, whih is also the housing
of the Data AQuisition (DAQ) system.
The antenna positions in luster D17 and D30 are part of a vertex of an equilateral
triangle (see g. 3.1 & 3.2 and table 3.1). The hosen geometry is part of the self-trigger
onept with a baseline b of b
D17
= 70m and b
D30
= 65m. By evaluating the timing
of signals in eah antenna a oinidene onstraint an be performed as well as a fast
estimation of the arrival diretion.
The name onvention for the LOPES
STAR
antennas in eah luster (see table 3.1) is
dened by their azimuth ϕ orientation in degrees (lokwise, north: ϕ = 0◦ ), exept the
entred antenna (CTR) next to the DAQ system.
These 10 antennas measure absolutely alibrated the north-south & east-west polarised
omponent of the radio emission of osmi ray air showers if an external trigger signal
is given by the KASCADE-Grande experiment. The provided trigger orresponds to an
energy threshold of about 1016 eV of the primary partile. It is expeted to detet lear
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x / m ∆x/m y / m ∆y/m z / m ∆z/m
D17  CTR 43.764 0.004 -284.214 0.006 126.803 0.006
D17  060 106.322 0.019 -248.751 0.014 126.235 0.024
D17  120 107.956 0.036 -319.652 0.019 127.982 0.027
D17  180 43.488 0.075 -356.203 0.065 126.878 0.076
D30  CTR -191.754 0.014 -469.506 0.017 126.826 0.018
D30  240 -233.720 0.024 -495.219 0.019 128.327 0.020
D30  300 -233.634 0.021 -444.444 0.019 127.604 0.022
D30  360 -191.601 0.017 -419.977 0.019 127.218 0.018
D19  CTR -192.121 0.014 -271.226 0.023 127.298 0.024
D19  030 -164.956 0.023 -219.832 0.024 128.010 0.035
Table 3.1: The geometrial position and their unertainty of the LOPES
STAR
antennas
in relation to the referene frame of KASCADE-Grande and the z oordinate in relation
to sea level.
radio pulses in the time domain at an energy of the primary partile of E > 1017.5 eV
for the LOPES
STAR
onguration (LPDA and eletronis) [Krom 08℄. Thus, most of
the reorded data will show no signal of the radio emission but they are used to develop
methods to redue bakground signals.
Antenna Positions
The positions of the LOPES
STAR
antennas were determined with a Dierential Global
Position System (DPGS) and transformed to the referene frame of KASCADE-Grande.
One of the two hand-held units (type: ProMark2, Magellan) was mounted at the 21th
LOPES30 antenna [Hake 06℄. The positions of the antennas were measured in relation to
this well-known referene point with the seond hand-held unit. The ommerial analysis
software (Ashteh Solutions, version 2.6, Magellan) determined the positions of the an-
tennas and their unertainties. The listed values in table 3.1 are already transformed to
the referene frame of KASCADE-Grande. The positioning unertainties are negleted
in the following error propagations with respet to the obvious higher unertainties of
reonstruted quantities (e.g. position of the shower ore: ∆x ≈ ∆y ≈ 7m [Coss 08℄).
The orientation of the measured polarisation omponents are aligned with the orre-
sponding point of the ompass in the north-south and in the east-west diretion.
3.2.2 External Trigger Soure
A onvenient way to start developing a self-trigger system, is the usage of a well-dened
external trigger based on partile detetors. KASCADE-Grande provides suh an ex-
ternal trigger soure in the framework of the LOPES
STAR
experiment with an energy
threshold of about 1016 eV. If seven KASCADE-Grande stations (luster 13  see below)
have a trigger in eah station within a dened oinidene time window, a trigger signal
is sent to all 10 LPDAs. The dashed blak line in gure 3.1 marks six of the speied
seven KASCADE-Grande stations. An additional one is plaed in the middle of this
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Figure 3.2: Part of the antenna luster D30. The triangular struture of the antenna
positions and the north-south & east-west polarisation are learly visible.
hexagon. A well-dened data set results from these measurements in ombination with
the results of the reonstrution from KASCADE-Grande.
KASCADE-Grande
An introdution to the KArlsruher Shower Core and Array DEtetor (KASCADE) is
given in the referenes [Anto 03, Nava 04℄.
KASCADE-Grande is an extensive air shower experiment to study osmi rays in the
primary energy range of 1016−1018 eV. It is loated at the Forshungszentrum Karlsruhe,
110m above sea level (49◦N, 8◦S), and onsists of the KASCADE experiment (with the
Field Array and the Muon Traking Detetor), the Grande array and the Piolo array
(see g. 3.1).
KASCADE-Array The KASCADE-Array overs 200× 200m2 and is omposed of 252
stations with a grid spaing of 13m. In eah station, four e/γ detetors (respetively
two in the outer stations) are positioned on a lead/iron plate (10 cm Pb and 4 cm Fe),
orresponding to 20 radiation lengths and resulting in an energy threshold for vertial
muons of 230MeV in the µ detetor below the plates. The stations are organised in 16
lusters of 16 stations eah (exept the four inner ones onsisting of 15), whereas the
inner lusters have no µ detetors. A detailed desription of all the detetor omponents,
their energy dependent thresholds and unertainties is given in [Anto 03℄.
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Grande-Array The Grande-Array detetors have been obtained by re-assembling the
eletromagneti detetors of the former EAS-TOP experiment [Agli 93℄. The Grande
array onsists of 37 stations eah of 10m2 of plasti sintillators over a surfae of 700×
700m2. The detetors form a triangular grid with an average spaing of 137m. A part
of the Grande array overlaps with the KASCADE-Array. Five 700m ables onnet eah
of the stations with the entral DAQ of KASCADE-Grande [Pier 07℄.
Grande Trigger The 37 Grande stations are organised in 18 trigger lusters of 7 stations
eah, with 6 forming a hexagon and 1 entral station. Several trigger onstraints for eah
trigger luster are dened: 4-out-of-7-oinidene (4/7) and 7-out-of-7-oinidene (7/7).
A mean trigger rate of f ≈ 5Hz (4/7) and f ≈ 0.05Hz (7/7) is obtained. The Grande
trigger deisions are made in the entral DAQ, where all the signal ables arrive.
The eienies of dierent trigger onditions have been studied by averaging over
various simulations of the experiment [Haun 03b℄. For this purpose, air showers indued
by dierent primaries (proton and iron) and at dierent energies as well as the experiment
response have been simulated (the detetor and the dierent trigger onditions). The
7/7 trigger ondition reahes full eieny at about 1016 eV.
The operating experiene of the KASCADE-Grande ollaboration has shown that
the event reonstrution is reliable, if the 7/7 luster 13 trigger is ative. Due to this
experiene and the lose loation to all the LOPES
STAR
antennas the luster 13 trigger
was hosen as an external trigger soure.
The antenna eld D19 and D30 reeive the trigger signal via a 70m able (type RG58).
The trigger signal for D17 is transmitted via an optial bre (λ = 820nm) with respet
to the distane (≈ 200m) to the Grande DAQ.
Referene Frame The referene frame for the ground oordinates is loated in the
entre of the KASCADE array inside the Forshungszentrum Karlsruhe (110 meter above
sea level, latitude: 49◦ north, longitude: 8◦ east). The azimuth angle ϕ is ounted
lokwise (north: ϕ = 0◦) and the y-axis is rotated 15◦ lokwise with respet to the
north [Pier 07℄. The zenith angle θ is zero for vertial inoming partiles and θ = 90◦
orresponds to a horizontal arrival diretion.
The listed geometrial positions of all the LOPES
STAR
antennas in table 3.1 are given
in this referene frame.
Shower Reonstrution from KASCADE-Grande The KASCADE ollaboration pro-
vides its reonstrution results for the LOPES ollaboration to investigate orrelations
between the measured radio signals and the deteted shower quantities based on partile
measurements. The reonstrution from KASCADE-Grande is alulated with KRETA
(Kasade Reonstrution for ExTensive Air showers).
The results from the third reonstrution level from KRETA (version V11702) are
used for the present studies.
3.2.3 Pierre Auger Observatory
The future development of the radio detetion tehnique aims at setting up an indepen-
dent radio detetor in the framework of the Pierre Auger Observatory [Blue 03, Abra 04℄.
The key feature of the observatory is its hybrid detetion tehnique. On the one hand
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the uoresene light of exited nitrogen is deteted with 24 optial telesopes (FD)
positioned on the boundary of a 3000 km2 array. On the other hand seondary partiles
are measured on the ground with water Cherenkov tanks (SD) spaed by a distane of
1.5 km. The whole experiment is loated in the southern hemisphere in Argentina near
the town of Malargüe (provine of Mendoza). The Pierre Auger Observatory reahes full
eieny at primary partiles energy of E ≈ 1018 eV and is able to observe partiles up
to the highest energies above 1020 eV.
Improving the radio detetion tehnique requires boundary onditions in partiular
aessibility and availability of established osmi ray experiments. The KASCADE-
Grande experiment is onvenient to aess, but the energy range is limited toE ≤ 1018 eV
due to the instrumented area. In ontrast, the Pierre Auger Observatory is far away,
expensive to aess, but provides a higher energy threshold of 1018 eV.
The onsequene is the following strategy: The prototype detetor LOPES
STAR
is
developed, set up, and veried in oinidene with KASCADE-Grande, whih is onve-
nient to aess on the site of the Forshungszentrum Karlsruhe. The obtained results
are ombined with results from other investigations of the radio tehnique to instrument
an area of about 20 km2 within the Pierre Auger Observatory.
In a rst step a detetor system simular to the one at the Forshungszentrum Karlsruhe
was installed within the SD array (antenna luster D42) of the Pierre Auger Observatory.
Eah of the three antennas measure the north-south & east-west polarised omponent of
the eletri eld strength. In a rst data taking period, the bakground was measured to
ompare interferenes of the dierent environments and the robustness of the equipment
was tested (see hapter 5).
3.3 Signal Chain
The signal hain onsists of all the eletroni omponents used by the reeiving part
of the system up to the storage of the raw data. This setion desribes the omplete
LOPES
STAR
onguration. A more detailed disussion about the spetral harateristis
of the omponents will be given when the alibration is desribed (see hapter 4).
3.3.1 Logarithmi-Periodi Dipole Antenna
The Logarithmi-Periodi Dipole Antenna (LPDA) was hosen to measure one polarisa-
tion (north-south or east-west) of the eletri eld. This antenna type ts the require-
ments of radio detetion of high energy osmi rays [Krom 08℄.
The main harateristi of the LPDA is desribed by its diretion sensitivity. For
low zenith angles θ < 60◦ the antenna gain is about 3.5 dBi, whereas for θ > 60◦ the
signal is strongly suppressed. The interferenes from surrounding buildings and mahines
ompliate the detetion of radio emission from zenith angles θ > 60◦. The major part of
the man-made bakground signals reahes the detetor horizontally and is suppressed by
the LPDA in an early stage of data proessing. The arriving diretion of radio emission
of CR partiles are randomly distributed over the sky. Radio emission of highly inlined
air showers is easy to detet due to the low attenuation of the atmosphere of the Earth
in the radio frequeny range but is suppressed by the diretion sensitivity of this type
of antenna.
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Figure 3.3: Blok diagram of the signal hain for eah antenna luster. An external
trigger signal from KASCADE-Grande is used.
The LPDA has a real impedane at the signal output, whih is an important detail
for an absolute alibration. An additional benet of the hosen geometry of the LPDA
is its rst order band-pass lter (f ≈ 30− 90MHz), due to the length of the dipole arms
(antenna geometry).
Two LPDAs are ombined by rotating one LPDA by 90◦ and xing both in the entre.
The resulting antenna measures the north-south and east-west polarisation simultane-
ously and is named in the following LOPES
STAR
antenna or short LPDA. Three out of
four LPDAs of luster D30 are seen in photography 3.2.
3.3.2 Analogue Eletronis
The signal of eah hannel is raised by a fator of a
LNA
≈ 22 dB by a Low Noise pre-
Amplier (LNA). After transmission via a 100m able (type RG213) the signal is at-
tenuated by the able by a
RG213
≈ −5 dB. The following 40 − 80MHz band-pass lter
(32nd order) re-amplies the signal by a
band-pass
≈ 37 dB. The LNA and band-pass lter
are developed for the requirements of LOPES
STAR
[Krom 08℄.
The Radio Frequent (RF) signal is digitised by a 12 bit Analogue Digital Converter
(ADC) with a sampling frequeny of 80MHz (type SIS3300, Struk GmbH). The digi-
tised data is then transferred via an optial bre to a VME-PCI bus interfae (type
SIS1100/3100, Struk GmbH) to a standard Personal Computer (PC). The enlosure for
the band-pass lter, the ADC with the sampling lok, and the ommuniation board
is provided by a standard VME-Crate
1
. The blok diagram in gure 3.3 illustrates the
signal hain.
1
Versa Module Europa
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3.3.3 Digital Eletronis
The LOPES
STAR
eletronis fulls the onstraints of sub-sampling in the seond Nyquist
zone [Nyqu 02℄. The upper band-pass limit of 80MHz is twie the lower band-pass limit
of 40MHz. Thus, the digitisation of a 40MHz bandwidth signal with 80MHz ontains
the full information of the band limited signal.
The resulting sub-sampled data are stored in a 128 kB ring buer. The raw data
are stored within a PostGreSql data base together with a timestamp from the Global
Position System (GPS) lok (type GPS167LCD-MP, Mainberg), if a trigger
2
ours.
The timestamp is speied by the manufaturer with an auray of ∆t = 100ns and
is reorded for a ombined reonstrution of the data of all the lusters and for event
orrelation with KASCADE-Grande. Raw data are stored on a entral RAID
3
-5 storage
via the Loal Area Network (LAN). Due to the usage of a entral data base server, a
ommon software interfae to read and write data in parallel and onsistently has been
reated (see g. 3.3).
3.4 Digital Data Analysis
The raw data are reorded in a dened time window of ∆t = 25.6µs. The ontained
time information of the radio emission is limited by the observed bandwidth.
The hallenge of a digital data analysis is to deonvolve, alibrate and reonstrut the
measured signals. The funtionality of the analysis methods, as desribed in the follow-
ing, are summarised in the software pakage star-tools and developed in the framework
of this thesis.
Methods and algorithms developed are meanwhile standard tools for the data analysis
in the LOPES ollaboration and an be summarised as follows:
Fast Fourier Transform The fast Fourier transform determines the spetrum of the am-
plitude and phase distribution and reverse.
Up-Sampling The up-sampling algorithm inreases the sampling frequeny artiially
by a given fator. This method does not orrespond to an interpolation of the time
samples, but uses the known frequeny limits of sampling.
Envelope Calulation The alulation of the envelope signal of radio frequent data is an
important method in the ontext of the self-trigger system to ompare the signal
with a threshold or to dene pulse parameters.
Suppression of Radio Frequeny Interferenes Radio frequeny interferenes are
present all the time and measured by the system. Mono-frequent bakground
signals an be suiently suppressed by this algorithm.
Observed Time Window The amount of observed time samples orresponds to a time
period (sampling frequeny of 80MHz) and to a frequeny resolution of the am-
2
In this ase the external trigger from KASCADE-Grande is used. Additionally, any other trigger
soure might be used (e.g. signal generator).
3
Redundant Array of Independent Disks; Version 5: All the stored data is redundant to failure of one
hard dis, after hot-swap normal operation is resumed.
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plitude and phase spetrum. The optimal length is an important fator for the
suppression of radio frequeny interferenes.
3.4.1 Fast Fourier Transform
Eah antenna observes a 40−80MHz band limited signal, whih is digitised by a sampling
rate of 80MHz in the time domain. To analyse the harateristis of the radio emission
in the frequeny domain a Fourier transformation has to be performed. Therefore, the
open soure and optimised algorithm FFTW
4
(version 3) was hosen to alulate the
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) [Frig 05℄.
The implementation of the FFT and the inverse FFT methods full Planherel's the-
orem. The theorem predits that the energy of the signal in the Fourier domain is
idential to the energy in the time domain, if formula 3.1 is onserved. This is an im-
portant detail for algorithms whih manipulate the signal in the frequeny domain, like
bakground rejetion or alibration.
∞∫
−∞
|f(t)|2 dt =
∞∫
−∞
|F (ω)|2 dω (3.1)
The ommon hallenge by applying an FFT is to redue the inuene of the points of
disontinuity, due to the FFT requirement of innitely long time samples. The time data
are put together periodially. The points of disontinuity appear by rossing the last
sample and the rst one. The so-alled leakage eet results in non-zero values of cos(ωt)
after its Fourier transform at frequenies other than ω. The solution is to multiply a
well-dened window funtion w(t) by the time data s(t) to ahieve a periodi funtion.
The amplitude distribution H(f) is a onvolution of the transformed time data S(f)
with the transformed window funtion W (f).
h(t) = s(t) ·w(t) FFT=⇒ H(f) = S(f)⊗W (f) (3.2)
Various window funtions, like Hamming-, Hann- or Cosine-Window, are investigated
and their eets are summarised and desribed by Nuttall [Nutt 81℄. The most simple
window funtion is a retangular funtion with w(t) = 1. Its Fourier transform is
W (f) = sin(x)x = sin(x) and inuenes the data strongly. The other window funtions
mentioned are established by working with narrow bandwidth signals and manipulate
all the time samples. It is not onvenient to manipulate all the samples of broadband
signals (∆f
STAR
= 40 MHz), beause the inuene on the periodi harater of the signal
is mainly dominated by the samples at the boundaries of the time data. All the time
data used in the present studies are Fourier transformed by using a Gaussian window
funtion with a standard deviation of σ = 2.5 (mean value = 0). Half of the Gaussian
funtion is multiplied by the data at the beginning and at the end, whereas the entral
part stays the same.
3.4.2 Up-Sampling
All the information of a band limited signal is ontained with a sampling frequeny higher
than twie the highest frequeny of interest, the so-alled sub-sampling in the seond
4
Fastest Fourier Transform in the West
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Figure 3.4: Raw sub-sampled data points disposed by up-sampled data (by fator z = 8)
in the frequeny domain. All the data points shown are linked by a straight line.
Nyquist Zone [Nyqu 02℄. But one has to preserve boundary onditions: The upper band
limit has to be twie the lower band limit. Therefore, a sampling rate of twie the upper
band limit is suient to keep all the information of the signal. The band-pass lter of
LOPES
STAR
from 40− 80 MHz and the ADC sampling rate of 80MHz used full these
sub-sampling requirements.
The advantage of sub-sampling is given by the redution of the neessary amount of
storage for the raw data, as well as the possibility to use eletronis with low power
onsumption, due to the lower sampling frequeny. Often, the digital data in the time
domain is approximated by linear interpolation or a histogram. But espeially in the ase
of sub-sampled data an up-sampling is neessary by a fator z = 2 to 4. Up-sampling by
z = 2 orresponds to doubling the sampling rate and fulls the well-established sampling
theorem of Shannon [Shan 98℄. The lassial way of sampling data is performed by using
a sampling frequeny twie the size of the highest frequeny of interest (160MHz in the
ase of LOPES
STAR
).
The up-sampling an be performed in the time or frequeny domain. Both methods
lead to an inrease of the bandwidth and are desribed in the following.
time domain Up-sampling by z orresponds to set z − 1 zero values between eah data
point. The new data are onvoluted with a low pass lter. The ritial frequeny
f
low pass
of the lter is a funtion of z and results in f
low pass
= f
up
· z, with the
upper band-pass frequeny f
up
.
frequeny domain Eah amplitude and phase spetra ontain
n
2 entries for symmetri
reasons of the FFT. Up-sampling by z > 0 is realised by setting n2 zero values in
one blok next to lower band-pass limit f
low
. Additional (z − 2) · n2 zeros in one
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Figure 3.5: Dierent methods to alulate an envelope signal: Filter I, Filter II, and
Hilbert method. The absolute values of the up-sampled Radio Frequent (RF) data are
given by the solid blak line.
blok are put next to f
up
. The inverse FFT results diretly in the up-sampled
data. The frequeny domain method is used in the following.
The auray of the up-sampling is only limited by the band-pass used in the ana-
logue signal hain. If this lter does not full the sub-sampling onstraints, additional
frequeny omponents are onvoluted into the frequeny band of interest, manipulate
the original data and limit the total auray of this method.
An example of up-sampling in the frequeny domain is illustrated in gure 3.4. Eah
sub-sampled data point overlays with one point of the up-sampled data. One an notie
as well that the original trae has an inexion point between eah sub-sampled data
point. The dot-dashed blak line is given by the sub-sampled data points onneted by
a straight line  what the human brain does obviously. On the other hand the solid red
urve orresponds to up-sampled data points onneted by a straight line, as well. Only
the up-sampled data desribe the real behaviour of the data in the time domain.
3.4.3 Envelope Calulation
The reorded RF signal orresponds to the lter response funtion of the band-pass
lter used. The geosynhrotron model predits pulses with a length of about 10−100 ns.
Interferenes of the same time length or even longer are present, depending on the spei
bakground soures whih inuene the antenna luster. Due to the fat that these
bakground signals are broadband, a rejetion an only be performed in the time domain
by haraterising the RF data. The envelope signal is used for that parametrisation.
Dierent methods an be used to evaluate the envelope signal in software based on
up-sampled data. Three typial methods are disussed here and illustrated in g. 3.5.
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Figure 3.6: Amplitude distribution of the raw spetrum (dashed red line), the Cut O
method (solid blak line), and the Median method (dot-dashed red line) to suppress
Radio Frequeny Interferenes (RFI).
From the engineering point of view the RF data have to be squared and ltered by a
low pass lter (e.g. LOPES
STAR f
low
= 40MHz)  Filter II method.
Squaring in the time domain orresponds to a onvolution of the signal with itself in
the frequeny domain. The demodulation of modulated arrier signals in the observed
bandwidth an partly be suppressed by applying a high pass lter of f
high
≈ 500 kHz
in addition. The appearing ross demodulations of the onvolution are not ompletely
suppressed  Filter I method.
Another method of alulating an envelope is given by using the Hilbert transforma-
tion [Bra 00℄  Hilbert method. The Hilbert transform H ours in pratie as the
imaginary part sℑ(t) = H{sℜ(t)} of measured data sℜ(t). After FFT the phases are
manipulated. The negative frequeny omponents are shifted by +90◦ and the positive
frequeny omponents are shifted by −90◦. Afterwards the phase distribution is mul-
tiplied by i. This has the eet of restoring the positive frequeny omponents while
shifting the negative frequeny ones by additional +90◦, whih results in their negation.
The envelope alulation s
env
(t) follows equation 3.3.
s
env
(t) =
√
(sℜ(t))
2 · (H{sℜ(t)})2 =
√
(sℜ(t))
2 · (sℑ(t))2 (3.3)
A omparison of the desribed methods is shown in g. 3.5. It illustrates the Filter II
and the Hilbert methods desribe the RF signal well, whereas the Filter I method, with
the additional high pass lter, modies the signal, as expeted. In the present studies
the more preise and analytial dened Hilbert method is used to alulate an envelope.
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3.4.4 Suppression of Radio Frequeny Interferene
Two main lasses of bakground signals have to be distinguished. First, there are broad-
band interferenes, whih result in sharp peaks in the time domain. Rejetion and
suppression of suh transient signals need a haraterisation of the timing signal om-
bined with a statistial analysis. And seond, there are mono frequent soures (e.g. radio
or TV transmitters), whih show narrow peaks in the frequeny domain. These Radio
Frequeny Interferenes (RFI) orrespond to a noise oor in the time domain. One ob-
viously has to manipulate the amplitude distribution and leave the phase untouhed to
suppress RFI.
Two methods of suppression are disussed here and are shown in g. 3.6 and 3.7. A
straightforward approah is to dene a dynami threshold in the amplitude distribution
and ut o all the amplitudes above this threshold. The Cut O method is based on a
LOPES30 algorithm [Sing 07℄. A moving median lterM is applied to the amplitude dis-
tribution A
med
(f) =M{A
orig
(f)}. The lengthm of the sliding window ofM is a funtion
of time samples (n) used and follows m = 64 · n1024 . The normalised spetrum is inde-
pendent of hardware harateristis and is alulated by A
norm
(f) = A
orig
(f)/A
med
(f).
A threshold is dened by using A
norm
without the narrow peaks and applied to the
whole distribution. The orreted spetrum A
or
is used to divide A
orig
, whih results
in a RFI suppressed spetrum A
sup
. The solid grey line in g. 3.6 illustrates the part
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Figure 3.8: Inuene of the RFI suppression (median method) on the time data. The
noise in the time domain dereases signiantly by this method. The searhed signal is
visible at ≈ 7.5µs in both gures.
of the spetrum after the Cut O method (dotted red line). An inverse FFT of A
sup
orresponds to the RFI suppressed time data.
Man-made narrow band transmitters arry modulated information in the sideband of
the arrier frequeny. Two TV transmitters and several radio transmitters are loated
within the observed frequeny band, e.g. the strong TV transmitter Raihberg, as men-
tioned in setion 3.4.5, with its piture arrier at f = 62.25MHz and its audio arrier
f = 67.75MHz. In Germany, as well as in large parts of the world, the Phase Alter-
nating Line (PAL) broadast television system is used for olour enoding. As dened
in the PAL system, the piture information is amplitude modulated in a ∆f = 5MHz
sideband of the piture arrier. The audio information (mono signal) is loated exatly
5.5MHz above the piture arrier signal and is frequeny modulated. The seond audio
hannel (stereo signal) is again 242.19 kHz above the mono signal and is also frequeny
modulated.
Keeping the PAL system in mind, the RFI suppression by the Cut O method sup-
presses only the arrier signal strength, but leaves the sideband untouhed. All the
modulated information is still present in the time domain as noise. With respet to
the modulated sideband information, the whole spetrum an be replaed by the me-
dian ltered one  Median method (see dot-dashed red line in g. 3.6, sliding window
m = 128 ·∆f = 5MHz). The median follows the system harateristis present in the
amplitude distribution. The arrier frequenies and the remaining sideband modulated
information are suppressed. Due to random bakground proesses, like galati noise,
utuations in the spetrum are smoothed out by the median method.
In g. 3.7 the omparison of the Cut O and Median method are shown. The signal-
to-noise ratio (snr) was alulated for both methods on the same data set and based
on the samples (snr ∝ voltage). The methods are equal up to snr less than 20 and the
Median method suppresses RFI signals more signiantly for higher snr values. In the
following the RFI suppression with the Median method is used.
Figure 3.8 impressively illustrates the signiant redution of the noise in the time
domain by applying the RFI suppression (median method) on alibrated and up-sampled
data.
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Figure 3.9: The solid line represents the root mean square (rms) for dierent window
sizes of the raw time data, whereas a suppression of the radio interferenes was applied
to the data and is marked by the dashed line (antenna luster D30). No signiant
derease of the rms for window sizes larger than 2048 samples (optimal length).
3.4.5 Observed Time Window
The n measured time samples used orrespond to a time length of ∆t = n · 12.5 ns
(sampling rate f = 80MHz). This results diretly in a frequeny resolution of δf =
∆f · f
2 ·∆t = 40MHz2 ·n for the amplitude and phase distribution.
The expeted radio emission signal is short-time (≈ 10−100 ns), whih means broad in
the frequeny domain. Therefore, a low resolution is suient. On the one hand some
interferenes are not haraterised by a broadband signal. Narrow band bakground
signals ould be suppressed muh better with a good frequeny resolution. On the other
hand a longer measuring time also means adding up more interferenes to the real shower
signal during reording.
A good balane between suient frequeny resolution and a high signal-to-noise ratio
(snr) has to be found. The analysis of data with n
max
= 16 · 1024 = 16k samples by
varying the time length yields to an optimal resolution with a time window of ∆t =
2048 · 12.5 ns = 25.6µs. Figure 3.9 illustrates the alulated rms over the dierent
hosen window sizes whih are averaged over all the hannels of one event for antenna
luster D30.
Note: Only window sizes whih are supported by the ADC module were hosen.
The solid line is mainly haraterised by two bumps. This feature is due to the TV
transmitter
5
at 62.25MHz (piture arrier) and 67.75MHz (audio arrier) in the observed
band width. The line synhronisation signal of terrestrial TV programs is emitted every
5
Transmitter Raihberg, mounted on top of the mountain having the same name in the Swabian
Mountains.
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63.943µs and is visible as an enormous burst in the time data. When reording 16k
samples about 3 synhronisation bursts are expeted and also seen in the data. If no
bakground suppression is performed the synhronisation burst(s) is in the data and
inreases the rms by hane. By inreasing the window size, the spetral resolution
inreases, too, and the suppression of interferenes hanges. Figure 3.9 points out that
an optimal window size is ahieved by using a window length of n = 2048 = 2k samples.
Every larger window size does not improve the suppression of interferenes signiantly.
Only the omputation time inreases by n log2(n), where n is the number of samples.
Chapter 4
Calibration
4.1 Introdution
The reorded data are deonvolved from the frequeny harateristis of the eletronis
and depend on the diretion of the inoming signal (harateristis of the antenna).
The data have to be absolutely alibrated for omparison with other experiments and
with simulations. Additionally, the resulting eld strength has to be normalised to the
eetive bandwidth of the system. The digital methods used in this hapter (e.g. Fourier
Transform) are desribed in detail in se. 3.4.
This hapter gives a theoretial desription of the proessed signal hain and de-
sribes the proedures of two independently performed absolute alibration methods:
End-to-End and Step-by-Step alibration. Furthermore, the frequeny dependene of
the eletroni omponents used are disussed and the eetive bandwidth is alulated.
4.2 Theoretial Desription
The theoretial desription gives an overview of the formulae used to desribe the dete-
tor alibration. Thus, harateristis of the eletromagneti eld, the antenna, and the
signal hain have to be disussed in more detail.
4.2.1 Eletromagneti Field
The energy ux of an eletromagneti eld is desribed by the Poynting vetor
~S
[
W
m2
]
for free spae propagation:
~S = ~E × ~H (4.1)
where
~E is the eletri and ~H the auxiliary magneti eld. The emitting radio soure is
several hundred meters or even kilometres above the reeiving antenna, so the far-eld
approximation for the radio frequeny range is valid. The impedane of free spae is
dened by Z˜:
Z˜ =
| ~E|
| ~H | =
E
H
=
√
µ0
ǫ0
= µ0 · c ≈ 120πΩ ≈ 377Ω (4.2)
where E and H are the absolute values of the orresponding eld and c is the speed
of light. Equation 4.1 ombined with the far-eld approximation and eq. 4.2 results in
eq. 4.3.
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S =
1
µ0 · cE
2
(4.3)
The reeived power per area P˜
[
W
m2
]
of an isotropi radiator (emitting power P
tot
) is
desribed by:
P˜ =
P
tot
4πr2
(4.4)
where r is the distane between emitter and reeiver.
4.2.2 Antenna
The output power P
ant
of the reeiving antenna follows eq. 4.5.
P
ant
= A
e
(f, θ) ·S (4.5)
The eetive area A
e
is dened by the geometry of the antenna type used and depends
on the frequeny f as well as on the zenith angle θ
A
e
=
λ2
4π
·G(f, θ) = c
2
4πf2
·G(f, θ) . (4.6)
The antenna gain G(f, θ) is a funtion of the frequeny and the zenith angle. The
gain G has to be determined in units of dBi (dB in relation to the isotropi radiator)
otherwise eq. 4.6 and 4.5 are not valid. The values for G(f, θ) have been measured or
result from antenna simulations.
The reeived power per polarisation varies with a cos2(ϕ) depending on the azimuth
angle ϕ of the inoming signal.
4.2.3 Signal Chain
On the one hand P
ant
is mainly haraterised by the ampliation and attenuation (both
are dependent on the frequeny) in the various parts of the signal hain and nally results
in the P
ADC
, whih is nally digitised (eq. 4.7).
P
ADC
= P
ant
· aamp(f) · alter(f)
a
able
(f) · a
ins
(f)
(4.7)
On the other hand P
ADC
orresponds to a voltage, due to the impedane of the system
(Z)  Ohm's law, and is digitised with a 12Bit ADC (voltage range: ± 0.5V, see
eq. 4.8).
P
ADC
=
U2
ADC
Z
=
ADC
2
a2
ADC
(f) ·Z (4.8)
Here a
ADC
= 40961V is the onversion fator and Z = 50Ω is the impedane of the system.
In addition, P
ADC
passes through the omplete system and orresponds to the raised
and attenuated P
ant
signal (see eq. 4.5 and 4.7). The LNA (a
amp
(f)) and band-pass lter
(a
lter
(f)) amplify the signal, whereas the ables (a
able
(f)) and the insertion loss of the
LPDA (a
ins
(f)) attenuate it. The frequeny dependene of the ampliation funtions
a(f) have been measured in the laboratory.
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4.2.4 Calibration Equation
An overall alibration equation is obtained by ombining the disussed formulae. The
energy ux of the eletromagneti eld (eq. 4.3) is reeived by eah of the observed
polarisation hannels (eq. 4.5). The resulting power P
ant
is manipulated in the signal
hain and digitised (eq. 4.8 and 4.7). Finally, the ombination of eq. 4.3 and eq. 4.5
 4.8 yields to the alibration equation 4.9.
∣∣∣ ~E
LPDA
∣∣∣ =
√
Z˜
Z
· aable(f) · ains(f)
a
amp
(f) · a
lter
(f) · a
ADC
·√A
e
(f, θ)
·ADC (4.9a)
= 2f
√
µ0π
Zc
· aable(f) · ains(f)
a
amp
(f) · a
lter
(f) · a
ADC
·√G(f, θ) ·ADC
=
1
orr(f)
· 1√
G(f, θ)
·ADC (4.9b)
1
orr(f)
= 2f
√
µ0π
Zc
· aable(f) · ains(f)
a
amp
(f) · a
lter
(f) · a
ADC
(4.9)
Thus, the orr(f) values are the orretion values to alibrate the amplitude spetrum
in a frequeny dependent way. The End-to-End and Step-by-Step alibration methods
use dierent aspets of the alibration equation 4.9 to onvert ADC ounts into eld
strength [µV/m] and are disussed in the following.
4.3 End-to-End Calibration
The End-to-End alibration method measures the frequeny dependent orretion values
for the omplete system. A referene soure was plaed at a well-known position above
the LPDA and the measured spetrum was orreted by taking the propagation of the
emitted signal and the diretion sensitivity of the antennas into aount.
4.3.1 Conguration
The signal hain of the alibration referene system onsists of several parts: A bionial
antenna (VSQ 1000), an amplier (DPA 4000), and a signal generator (RSG 1000). All
three parts are ommerial produts of the Shaner ompany (Augsburg) and are used
for the amplitude alibration of LOPES30 [Hake 06, Nehl 08b℄. The bionial antenna is
linearly polarised and has a nearly onstant diretivity lose to its main lobe. This fat
is important sine it results only in a small loss, if the radio soure is slightly o target.
The referene soure is originally designed for the frequeny range of 300−1000MHz, but
the antenna is speied and aredited for the broader frequeny range of 30−1000MHz
as well. The signal generator was set to a rate of 1MHz and produes an aredited
harmoni wave spetrum. The alibrated amplitude spetrum in a distane of 10m to
the soure is given by the manufaturer and is illustrated in gure 4.1 for the observed
frequeny range.
The entre of the referene soure was mounted vertially in a distane of r ≈ 11m
above the entre of the LPDA and aligned in parallel to the measured polarisation.
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Figure 4.1: The emitted eld strength in a
distane of 10m from the referene soure
given by the manufaturer (linear inter-
polation).
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Figure 4.2: The resulting eld strength af-
ter propagation from the referene soure
to the LPDA in logarithmi sale (linear
interpolation).
80 data reords with a time period of ∆t = 16, 384 · 12.5 ns = 204.8µs were taken at
antenna luster D30 for eah of the 8 hannels. During the measurement the alignment
of the referene soure was ensured by tightening long lines whih were xed at the poles
of the bionial antenna.
4.3.2 Analysis
LPDA Diretion Sensitivity
On the one hand, the eletri eld expeted at the LPDA
∣∣∣ ~E
LPDA
∣∣∣ is alulated by taking
into aount the propagation of the signal from the bionial antenna to the LPDA. Free
spae propagation is assumed for simpliation. The resulting amplitude spetrum is
illustrated in gure 4.2.
On the other hand, the diretion sensitivity of the LPDA G
e
(f, θ) has to be onsidered
to perform a general amplitude alibration. The diretion dependent gain G
e
of the
eletri eld plane (
~E plane) is shown in g. 4.3.
The alibration equation 4.9 hanges under these irumstanes:
∣∣∣ ~E
LPDA
∣∣∣ ·√G
e
(f, θ) =
1
orr(f)
·ADC . (4.10)
Determination of Corretion Values
Only reorded data with no ADC overow were analysed in the following. The frequeny
dependent orretion values orr(f) onvert the Fourier transformed ADC data into an
absolute amplitude alibrated spetrum and (applying inverse FFT) into absolutely al-
ibrated time data, respetively. The alibrated harmoni wave spetrum of the referene
soure onsists of 1MHz spaed points. Figure 4.1 shows these points onneted by a
straight line. A typial un-alibrated spetrum is presented in g. 4.4. The inluded
upper right plot shows a zoom in on the frequeny range (linear sale) of the disrete
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Figure 4.3: Diretion sensitivity of the LPDA for dierent zenith angles θ of the eletri
eld
~E plane (data derived from [Krom 08℄).
alibration signal. The small peaks are broadened, due to the limited spetral resolution
of ∆f = 40MHz2 · 16,384 samples = 1.22 kHz.
Eah orretion value orr(f) is determined by the ratio of the expeted signal S
exp
(f)
to the measured signal S
mes
(f) in units of
[
µV
m ·MHz
]
as given in eq. 4.11.
orr(f) =
S
mes
(f)
S
exp
(f)
=
FFT{ADC}∣∣∣ ~E
LPDA
∣∣∣ ·√G
e
(f, θ)
(4.11)
Additionally, an integral of the peak is orrelated to the reeived eld strength, due to
the broadening of the alibration peaks (spetral resolution). The orretion values for
f
low
= 40MHz and f
high
= 80MHz were not alulated in order to exlude edge eets
of the band-pass lter, due to the steep fall o at the boundary frequenies.
Quality Cuts on Corretion Values
The distribution of all the 1/orr(f) values in a frequeny range from 41 ≤ f ≤ 79
shows a long tail (see g. 4.5). This points to falsely determined orretion values. RFI
soures from mahines or man-made radio (e.g. polie radio) during the measurement
are responsible for low values. The bakground signal is onstrutively overlaid
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Figure 4.4: The un-alibrated harmoni wave spetrum (steps of 1MHz) of the refer-
ene soure measured with the LPDA in logarithmi sale. The upper right spetrum
is zoomed in the frequeny axis and shows the broadened peaks due to the spetral
resolution.
the alibration peak. Thus, the integral is overestimated and 1/orr(f) dereases. In
ontrast, if the polarisation alignment between referene soure and measured hannel
varies, due to a rotation of the bionial antenna, 1/orr(f) inreases. A quality ut
that rejets all the values that full 1/orr(f) > 2.5 is applied to the data (dashed line
in g. 4.5) to suppress this eet.
The frequeny dependene of the rejeted orretion values are pitured in g. 4.6.
The distribution points out that espeially for f > 70MHz the 1/orr(f) are falsely de-
termined as it appears as a bump in the gure. The illustrated statistial error indiates
the utuations during the measurement. Only half of the observed frequeny peaks
(f > 70MHz) of all the alibration measurements appear in g. 4.6, the other half of
the determined orretion values are aepted by the quality ut. Further measurements
are neessary to investigate systemati eets in more detail.
4.3.3 Results
The aepted 1/orr(f) values versus frequeny are pitured in g. 4.7. The 1/orr(f)
error bars are determined by statistis, while the unertainty in frequeny is xed to
σf = ±0.5MHz, due to the frequeny resolution of the referene spetrum. The average
statistial unertainty of all the aepted orr(f) values is σ¯
orr,stat
< 1.5%. The inu-
ene of RFI and noise (bakground utuations) is very low, with respet to the applied
quality ut.
The absolute unertainties σ
orr
ombine several error soures. The main part is given
by the aredited referene soure with a systemati error of σ
ref,sys
= 2.5 dB from the
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orr(f) distribution of
all the analysed re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ut (dashed bla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Figure 4.6: The rejeted 1/orr(f) val-
ues with statistial error versus frequeny
(σf = ±0.5MHz).
manufaturer. In addition, the systemati error σ
G,sys
of the antenna gain G(f, θ) was
estimated at σ
G,sys
= 0.8 dB, as well as the unertainty of the amplitude distribution
(band-pass lter and LNA) σ
lter+amp,sys
= 0.2 dB [Krom 08℄. The ontribution of the
square root of G (see eq. 4.10) results in a σ√
G,sys = 0.4 dB. Therefore, the overall
unertainty results in σ
orr(f) = 44.4% for the End-to-End alibration method.
The orr(f) distribution with an overall error band is shown in gure 4.8. The spe-
trum is learly dominated by the large unertainty of the referene soure. A negative
slope of the orretion values is visible, as expeted by the frequeny dependent attenu-
ation of the ables used.
Half of the measured orretion values are rejeted (f > 70MHz) and hint to system-
ati problems of the experimental set-up. Furthermore, the resulting orretion values,
illustrated in g. 4.8, show ripples within their unertainties, whih might be related to
the proedure and its onguration. The presented analysis of the End-to-End alibra-
tion method is based on only one measurement. Calibration measurements have to be
repeated on a regular time base to investigate seasonal, environmental, and systemati
eets in detail and will help to inrease the statistis and redue the unertainty of the
orretion values.
Conlusion
The End-to-End alibration method is a good instrument to alibrate the omplete sys-
tem inluding environmental eets. With respet to the surrounding onditions (area,
weather, et), the mounting of the referene soure beomes hallenging. Another refer-
ene soure with muh lower systemati unertainty is needed to improve this alibration
as a stand-alone method. Furthermore, if single omponents of the signal hain are re-
plaed by spares or upgraded modules, the omplete system has to be alibrated again.
The End-to-End alibration is a suient tool to ontrol and to estimate the absolute
environmental eets on the system.
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4.4 Step-by-Step Calibration
The Step-by-Step alibration method takes into aount eah omponent used and de-
termines the overall orretion values orr(f). Therefore, eah part of the eletronis is
haraterised by its amplitude and phase spetrum. The advantage of the LPDA is the
real 50Ω impedane at the output of the antenna. Thus, the alibration equation 4.9 is
used diretly. The orr(f) values are dened by equation 4.9 and result in the following:
orr(f) =
1
2f
·
√
Zc
µ0π
· aamp(f) · alter(f) · aADC
a
able
(f) · a
ins
(f)
. (4.12)
The equation shows that orr(f) is proportional to the ampliation or the attenuation
spetra of the LNA, the band-pass lter, the ables, and the insertion loss of the LPDA.
The onstant fator is determined by the physial onstants (µ0 and c) and the onversion
onstants (Z = 50Ω, a
ADC
= 40961V ).
4.4.1 Component Charateristis
The absolute gain spetra of all the omponents are shown in gure 4.9. The hara-
teristis of the LPDA, the band-pass lter and the pre-amplier have been determined
in a laboratory measurement [Krom 08℄. Positive values orrespond to ampliation,
whereas negative values attenuate the signal. The overall sum is shown by the solid red
urve.
Cable Attenuation
Eah polarisation of the LPDA is onneted via a RG213 able of 100m length. An
additional RG58 able of 4m length onnets the inoming RG213 able to the lter
board within the VME rate. The frequeny dependent attenuation was taken from the
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Figure 4.9: Gain distribution of the dierent eletroni omponents used in the signal
hain of LOPES
STAR.
data-sheet
1
. The attenuation is doumented in steps of 10MHz. A linear interpolation
is performed for frequenies in between. The ombined attenuation of the RG213 and
RG58 able a
able
is illustrated by the dot-dashed blue line in gure 4.9. The alibration
software handles eah length of the ables used separately.
Insertion Loss
One requirement of the antenna development was a low insertion loss and therefore, a
suient mathing between the impedanes of the antenna and the eletronis. This is
neessary to transfer all of the reeived signals into the system. Otherwise the reeted
part of the signal is transmitted to the antenna. The reetion oeient S11 desribes
the mismath between the impedanes of the antenna and the system. The insertion
loss a
ins
is diretly related to the reetion oeient by a
ins
= 1 − |S11|2 and marked
by a dashed dark green line in g. 4.9.
Band-pass
The system response funtion is mainly dominated by the applied 40−80MHz band-pass
lter. The gain of the lter a
lter
is shown in g. 4.9 and marked with the long-dashed
blak line. A ripple in the observed frequeny range is visible, orresponding to the lter
design. On the one hand, the lter steepness has to be very high to suppress RFI from
adjaent transmitter bands (e.g. FM-band 88 − 108MHz). The lter is a ombination
of high and low pass lter with a steepness of ≈ 65 dB/otave at the barrier frequenies
1
manufaturer: Bedea
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(see g. 4.9). On the other hand, the hosen lter design has to math the required real
impedane of 50Ω. Both riteria have to be balaned and result in the ripple.
Pre-Amplier
The Low Noise pre-Amplier (LNA) shows a smooth gain spetrum a
amp
over a large
frequeny range as shown in g. 4.9 (dashed and triple dotted light brown line). This
broadband amplier also mathes the required 50Ω at the onnetion to the band-pass
lter. The limiting fator of suh a LNA is the noise temperature of the eletronis.
The eletronis noise temperature is more than one order of magnitude lower than the
mean temperature of the galaxy [Krom 08℄. This is proven by the fat, that, at best
onditions, the galati noise is visible in the data as presented in se. 5.2.
4.4.2 Results
As desribed in setion 4.3.3, the major unertainty of the alibration is related to the
referene soure used and the knowledge of the reeiving antenna. The Step-by-Step
alibration method uses the LPDA harateristis derived from model measurements
and the amplitude spetrum of the eletroni omponents measured in a laboratory.
The estimated error of the gain G of the LPDA orresponds to σ
G,sys
= 0.8 dB. The
auray of the orr(f) determination is limited by the equipment used for measuring
the omponents in the Step-by-Step alibration. The error of the ombined measurement
of band-pass lter and LNA was estimated at σ
lter+amp,sys
= 0.2 dB. The unertainty
of the insertion loss is not expliitly mentioned, but is onsidered in the unertainty of
the antenna gain σ
G,sys
.
The overall sum of the orretion values determined with the Step-by-Step alibration
method is illustrated in gure 4.10 with an error band indiating the absolute unertainty.
A detailed disussion of the omparison of both presented alibration methods is given
in the following setion.
The Step-by-Step alibration method is exible and an independent proedure. Single
omponents ould easily be replaed or added to the signal hain. Furthermore, no
overall alibration is neessary. In addition, the antenna harateristis have to be
known preisely (neessary for both methods) and might be obtained by simulations or
laboratory measurements.
4.5 Comparison and Results
The omparison between the determined orr(f) values of both alibration methods is
shown in gure 4.10. The Step-by-Step unertainties are limited by the equipment used.
The illustrated error bands orrespond to the absolute unertainty of these methods
(dashed blue and solid blak line). The resulting unertainty values of the Step-by-Step
method are doubled for a better illustration.
The large unertainty of the End-to-End alibration is dominated by the inuene
of the referene soure used. The resulting ripples might be related to systemati or
environmental eets, but that ould not be distinguished or analysed in detail due to one
performed measurement. Further End-to-End alibration measurements are neessary to
investigate suh eets in detail with high statistis. Nevertheless, the ahieved auray
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Figure 4.10: The omparison of the End-to-End and Step-by-Step alibration methods.
Both methods onform to eah other within the estimated unertainties. The resulting
unertainty of the orretion values of the Step-by-Step method are doubled for better
omparison.
is suient enough to verify both methods and point out, that the performed alibration
proedures work well.
Both methods almost math within the resulting unertainties. A more quantitative
way to analyse this is given by the residual. This is dened by the dierene of both
orr(f) values for eah frequeny as pitured in g. 4.10 (dashed-dotted red line). The
resulting mean of 0.029 desribes the good orrespondene of both methods. Taking
the error of ≈ 30% into aount the systemati oset is negligible. In onlusion, the
investigations of alibration proesses have shown that the system is well-understood,
due to the same results from dierent methods.
Calibration proedures have to be performed on a regular time basis to monitor the
stability and performane of a detetor. A ross-hek by operating dierent alibra-
tion methods is important. Only a ombination of dierent approahes will help to
understand the systematis of the proedures and the detetor.
4.6 Eetive Bandwidth
A omparison of absolutely alibrated radio emission of osmi rays with results from
other experiments has to be performed on a omparable basis. Dierent detetors mea-
sure dierent bandwidths. The rst experiments on that eld measured a bandwidth
of ∆f
exp
= 2.45MHz [Jell 65℄. The measured and alibrated eld strength values were
divided by the eetive bandwidth ∆f
e
of their system. This normalisation of the mea-
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Figure 4.11: The alulation of the eetive bandwidth of LOPES
STAR. The relative gain
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is related to the normalised gain to the tranmission range of the band-pass lter.
sured signal is valid as long as ∆f
exp
≪ ∆f
theo
is fullled, where ∆f
theo
is the expeted
bandwidth of the radio signal from theory.
The eetive bandwidth ∆f
e
is dened by the following formula:
∆f
e
=
∞∫
0
g
rel
(f) df (4.13)
where g
rel
(f) is the ampliation spetrum of the band-pass lter after alibration. Fig-
ure 4.11 shows the band-pass lter harateristis (dashed blak line), normalised to the
transmission range of the band-pass lter (40−80MHz), and additionally the orretion
for the ripple (solid red line). The eetive bandwidth of LOPES
STAR
is alulated by
using eq. 4.13 and results in ∆f
e
= 42.02MHz.
The inuene of the antenna in this ontext is negligible, due to the fat that the LPDA
ats as a rst order band-pass with a barrier frequeny of 30− 90MHz [Krom 08℄. The
mean gain of the band-pass lter of about 37 dB dominates the system.
The integration limits are given by the Least Signiant Bit (LSB
2
). The ADC used
digitises a voltage range of ±0.5V with a resolution of 12Bit. The LSB limit translated
to dB results in g
rel,LSB
= −20 · log10
(
212
)
= −72.2 dB (solid grey line in g. 4.11).
Sub-sampling requires a sampling rate twie the highest frequeny of interest. The
barrier frequenies of the band-pass lter (−6 dB) were designed at 40MHz and 80MHz
as shown in gure 4.11. Therefore, the eetive bandwidth of the lter is about 5%
larger. Frequenies beyond the barrier frequenies are onvoluted in the frequeny range
2
A voltage signal lower than 1LSB =
1 V
12Bit
=
1 V
4096
= 244 µV orresponds to 1ADC ount and is stored
in the least bit.
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of interest (red shaded area in g. 4.11). This 5% eet is almost negligible due to the
estimated unertainty of the environmental eets on the LPDA.
Future developments of band-pass lters have to take into aount that the barrier
frequenies are equal to the LSB limit (of the ADC module used). Otherwise, parts of the
frequeny spetrum will be onvoluted into the base band and inrease the unertainties
in the reonstrution and in the alibration.
4.7 Calibration of LOPES
STAR
The results from the omparison of dierent alibration methods showed that the ele-
tronis and the LPDA harateristis are understood. The data shown in units of
µV
m
are alulated in the following way:
• The arrival diretion (ϕ, θ) is reonstruted by using learly orrelated time pulses
on the basis of single antenna lusters.
• The diretion sensitivity of the antenna is taken into aount.
• The determined orr(f) values (Step-by-Step method) are applied.
• The inverse Fourier transform results in the absolutely alibrated signal in the
observed bandwidth per hannel (polarisation)  | ~E
NS
| and | ~E
EW
|
[
µV
m
]
• The normalised signal is dened by dividing the alibrated signal by the eetive
bandwidth ∆f
e
 ǫ = |
~E|
∆f
e
[
µV
m ·MHz
]
The total eld strength orresponds to the vetorial addition of the absolutely ali-
brated signals of the north-south & east-west polarised omponents of the eletri eld
and is dened by:
| ~E| =
√
| ~E
NS
|2 + | ~E
EW
|2 . (4.14)
The applied orretion for the diretion sensitivity of the LPDA also takes into aount
the undeteted eld strength of the vertial polarised omponent of the signal. Whereas
the unertainty of the reonstruted eld strength inreases with inreasing zenith angle,
due to large attenuation resulting from the diretion sensitivity of the antenna for high
zenith angles.
Note: The alibration method, due to the LPDA harateristis, is limited to zenith
angles θ < 60 ◦ [Krom 08℄.
The absolute unertainty of the eld strength is estimated at σ| ~E| = 7.2%, due to the
environmental eets of the LPDA of σ√
G,sys = 0.4 dB and the eletronis unertainties
of σ
lter+amp,sys
= 0.2 dB (ompare with the error disussions in setion 4.4 and 4.3).
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Chapter 5
Self-Trigger
5.1 Introdution
The main hallenge of the LOPES
STAR
experiment is to provide an independent self-
trigger system for the radio emission of high energy osmi rays. A short overview of
the bakground situations for dierent antenna lusters is given in the rst part of this
hapter. The main part is dediated to the self-trigger system and nally, the obtained
results from the orrelation analysis based on the reonstrution of KASCADE-Grande
are presented.
5.1.1 Analogue Self-Trigger
The LOPES
STAR
antenna lusters were installed over a time period of 18 months (sum-
mer 2005  winter 2006). The desribed external trigger from KASCADE-Grande is
available sine autumn 2006.
In a rst step an approah of an analogue eletroni self-trigger was devel-
oped [Krom 08℄. The funtionality of the analogue hannel trigger is briey desribed
by the following:
• The RF data are retied and high & low pass ltered to suppress RFI (ompare
with Filter II method as desribed in se. 3.4.3).
• The envelope signals of the RF data are determined from the north-south and
east-west polarisation hannel, respetively, and are added up per antenna.
• An adjusted threshold, whih is the same for all the antennas, is ompared with
the ombined envelope signals of eah LPDA. If the signal exeeds the threshold,
the analogue hannel trigger ondition is fullled.
If the deteted pulses of all three LPDAs are aepted by this hannel trigger then the
oinidene onstraint of the analogue trigger is performed by taking into aount the
geometrial onguration (equilateral triangle).
During a time period of 9 months (before the external trigger was ready for use)
LOPES
STAR
was only triggered by the analogue trigger. An oine omparison of the
reorded timestamps with the ones reorded by KASCADE-Grande showed no oini-
dene.
In a next step, only the logial output of the analogue trigger (true or false) was
reorded for every sample in the observed time window when an external trigger ourred.
The reonstruted KASCADE-Grande events with the highest energies (E > 5 · 1017 eV)
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were used to nd reorded shower signals ontaining a learly visible radio pulse in the
time domain (expeted are about 5 events during one month of data taking).
The shower events found were investigated in detail in order to study the behaviour
of the analogue trigger during the observed time window. A shower event is rejeted
if the analogue trigger signal is false during the reorded time window. A bakground
event is aepted if the analogue trigger signal is already on before the signal of the
shower is visible. In addition, a shower event might be reorded by hane. The or-
ret analogue trigger signal (true) orresponds to a trigger signal that is delayed and
obviously orrelated with the external trigger signal as well as with the observed time
signal. The investigations showed that none of the 5 deteted strong shower events were
aepted by the analogue trigger. The aepted data of the analogue trigger were only
bakground events. The xed trigger threshold, the bakground suppression, and the
ombined envelope signal are not sensitive enough to detet radio signals on the site of
the Forshungszentrum Karlsruhe.
5.1.2 Digital Self-Trigger
Further developments or improvements of the analogue trigger were stopped due to the
insuient bakground rejetion and shower aeptane. A new analysis of the falsely
aepted bakground events (analogue trigger) pointed out several disadvantages:
xed threshold The added up envelope signals are ompared with a xed threshold for
all the LPDAs. Eah hannel (polarisation) of the LPDAs has its own bakground
inuene due to the dierent distanes to the bakground soures whih results
in an individual noise oor in the time domain. It is not possible to balane
the threshold between suient bakground rejetion (high threshold) and the
detetion of radio emission of low energy partiles (low threshold).
A dynami threshold is needed to ahieve a trigger rate that is moderate for the
eletronis used. Therefore, the time signal for eah data hannel is monitored to
determine a dynami threshold and to take the individual bakground variations
into aount.
sum of envelope signals Most of the observed bakground events are transient signals
whih are emitted on the site of the Forshungszentrum Karlsruhe. Depending on
the arrival diretion (azimuth angle) of the bakground events only one hannel
detets the main part of the transient signal. The adding up of the envelope
signals of the two polarisation hannels inreases the bakground signal, whih is
often muh higher in amplitude than the wanted signal of the radio emission.
Eah polarisation hannel has to be observed separately to rejet transient bak-
ground signals per hannel.
bakground suppression A simple bakground suppression is not suient if only the
demodulated RF signal is ltered. A more omplex method is neessary to sup-
press RFI signals (e.g. the median method of the RFI suppression as desribed in
se. 3.4.4), whereas transient signals have to be haraterised and rejeted in the
time domain.
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A detailed investigation of the required onditions of the self-trigger followed. The
(digital) self-trigger, as desribed in the following, is motivated by these results and the
listed disadvantages of the previous approah [Ash 07℄. Externally triggered data are
used to develop and to optimise self-trigger onditions in software to implement it later
in a hardware
1
based self-trigger system.
Note: Reorded time windows, due to any given trigger signal, are named triggered
event. Thus, triggered events an be bakground events or shower events.
5.2 Bakground Situation
The bakground onditions have to be well understood in order to rejet falsely aepted
bakground events. These onditions are not equal or onstant over time for eah LPDA
and vary strongly with the detetor site. Man-made signals in the MHz frequeny range
are onstantly present or appear frequently from soures like exhausters, passing ars,
or air onditioning systems. Furthermore, insuient shielding of eletronis ats as
an emitting eletromagneti bakground soure of frequenies in the observed spetrum
(e.g. PCs or digital devies emit frequenies related to their internal bus loks).
Two kinds of bakground signals have to be distinguished. On the one hand the soures
are haraterised by peaks in the spetrum due to mono frequent signals (modulated or
not). In the time domain the overall noise inreases in relation to the signal strength
of these soures. On the other hand bakground soures emit broadband signals whih
are haraterised by pulses in the time domain and result in an oset in the amplitude
spetrum (frequeny domain).
Note: All the illustrated amplitude spetra in this hapter are alibrated data without
RFI suppression.
5.2.1 Forshungszentrum Karlsruhe
Long term measurements and bakground studies have been performed on the site of
the Forshungszentrum Karlsruhe. In gure 5.1 an averaged spetrum illustrates the
mono frequent soures in the observed bandwidth for the east-west polarised omponent
of one antenna from luster D17. The time range of ∆t = 600 s was reorded at noon
and learly shows two TV transmitters (TV: Ch2 and Ch4) and one piture arrier
of the TV Ch3. Furthermore, the Industrial, Sienti and Medial (ISM) radio band
(40.66 − 40.70MHz) at the lower band limit is expliitly visible. The ISM bands2 were
internationally reserved for the use of RF eletromagneti elds for industrial, sienti
and medial purposes other than ommuniations.
Another method to analyse and monitor the bakground is given by the dynami
spetrum. Figure 5.2 shows the amplitude spetrum versus the time of one hannel of
antenna luster D30. The horizontal lines orrespond to mono frequent signals, whereas
vertial lines illustrate broad band bakground signals at that time.
The industrial environment on the site of the Forshungszentrum Karlsruhe denes
more or less the worst onditions for detetion of radio emission of high energy osmi
1
In this ontext the hardware is given by a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA).
2
In total 12 frequeny bands were dened, spread from the lower MHz up to several GHz (e.g. Bluetooth
and IEEE 802.11 (WLAN)).
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Figure 5.1: An averaged amplitude spetrum (∆t = 600 s, LOPESSTAR luster D17,
antenna 60, east-west hannel). Several mono frequent arrier signals of dierent soures
are learly visible.
rays. The time dependent bakground variation limits the sensitivity of the omplete de-
tetor system and the threshold of any self-trigger system. Radio pulses with a suient
signal-to-noise ratio (snr) are neessary to distinguish between shower signal and bak-
ground signal. The neessary shower energy was estimated at E > 5 · 1017 eV [Krom 08℄
and orresponds well to the results from the self-trigger and from the analysis hapter
of these investigations.
5.2.2 Pierre Auger Observatory
The reverse bakground situation is given on the site of the Pierre Auger Observatory.
The rural region in the southern Argentinian pampa oers a very quiet radio environ-
ment. The nearest industrial omplexes are several tens of kilometres away and only the
nearby roads with lorries and ars or power lines are onsidered as bakground soures.
A detetor system with 3 antennas, simular to the one on the site of the Forshungszen-
trum Karlsruhe, was used for bakground studies. One of the resulting dynami spetra,
shown in g. 5.3, illustrates the sensitivity of the system to galati noise (see se. 5.2.3)
due to the yle of the Earth and the hanging eld of view (periodi time struture).
Almost no mono frequent bakground soures (horizontal lines) or broadband emission
(vertial lines) are reorded in the observed time. A omparison of g. 5.2 and 5.3 points
out that mean radio bakground on the site of the Pierre Auger Observatory is one order
of magnitude lower than on the site of the Forshungszentrum Karlsruhe (note: Dierent
saling in the two gures).
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Figure 5.2: The dynami spetrum in luster D30 on the site of the Forshungszentrum
Karlsruhe. Horizontal lines show mono frequent signals whereas vertial urves orre-
spond to broad band bakground signals. The amplitude values are oded in olour.
5.2.3 Galati Noise
If all the man-made bakground soures are negligible, the galati noise is the limiting
sensitivity fator of a reeiving system. The noise temperature T
gal.
varies with time due
to the observation diretion (e.g. possible view into the galati entre). The Consultative
Committee on International Radio (CCIR) has averaged the atmospheri, the industrial
and the galati noise spetrum over long term measurements.
The onnetion between the temperature of the galati noise T
gal.
and the reeived
power P
ant
is desribed by:
P
ant
= 4 · kB ·Tgal. ·∆f (5.1)
where kb is the Boltzmann onstant and ∆f = 40MHz is the bandwidth of the system.
Equation 5.1 and typial noise temperatures are taken from [Roth 02℄ and listed in the
following.
10MHz T
gal.
= (0.2 . . . 2) · 106K
100MHz T
gal.
= (0.6 . . . 6) · 103K
1000MHz T
gal.
= (3 . . . 7)K
The reeived power P
ant
= A
e
(f, θ) ·S (eq. 4.5) has to be equal to eq. 5.1. Solving this
equation, the resulting eld strength | ~E| beomes:
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Figure 5.3: The dynami spetrum of one polarisation of an antenna from luster D42
on the site of the Pierre Auger Observatory (see g. 5.2, note: Dierent saling).
| ~E(f)| =
√
4 · kB ·µ0 · c ·∆f
A
e
(f, θ)
·
√
T
gal.
(f)
| ~E(f)| =
√
16π · kB ·µ0 · f2 ·∆f
c ·G(f, θ) ·
√
T
gal.
(f) (5.2)
A randomly triggered time window on the site of the Pierre Auger Observatory and a
omparison with the galati noise estimation is illustrated in g. 5.4. The dashed red
line shows the estimated galati noise (with error band based on the given temperature
range), whereas the solid blue line is a straight line t to the reorded amplitude spe-
trum. On average the observed spetrum is lower than the expeted galati noise due
to the orientation of the eld of view of the antenna at the time of measurement. The
amplitude variation over time is shown in g. 5.3.
Note: For the antenna gain G(f, θ) a mean gain of G¯(f, θ = 30 ◦) = 4dBi ≈ 2.51 was
assumed with respet to the superposition of all the arrival diretions.
On the site of the Pierre Auger Observatory the galati noise is the limiting fator
for the sensitivity of the detetor used. Whereas on the site of the Forshungszentrum
Karlsruhe the bakground emitted by the industrial environment is on average one order
of magnitude higher.
The rural environment in Argentina oers very good onditions to detet the radio
emission of high energy osmi rays. The self-trigger is developed under bad onditions
(Forshungszentrum Karlsruhe). The following analysis shows that the bakground in-
uene is well understood and suiently suppressed. The onditions provided within
the framework of the Pierre Auger Observatory will improve these methods and will
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Figure 5.4: The omparison between the alibrated amplitude spetrum (blak line), a
linear t to the data (solid blue line) and the estimated galati noise limit (dashed red
line) on the site of the Pierre Auger Observatory.
additionally allow to derease the threshold of the self-trigger and to detet CRs with
lower energy.
5.3 Data Seletion
The development and results of the self-trigger system is based on externally triggered
data from the KASCADE-Grande experiment.
A pre-seletion of data with no ADC overow was performed to full the sub-sampling
riteria. Signals larger than the dynami range of the ADC module overload the analogue
digital onverter and an additional ag in the data is set. An up-sampling of these raw
data is not possible and reorded events with time samples marked as ADC overow are
rejeted for this analysis.
Training data were seleted to develop the self-trigger strategy. A data taking period
with available KASCADE-Grande reonstrution and quiet bakground onditions due
to Christmas and New Year (holiday season: 2006  2007) were hosen. Afterwards, the
resulting optimised self-trigger methods were applied to the veriation data (antenna
luster D17 & D30) to verify the results. A desription of the hosen data is summarised
in table 5.1.
During the time period of the veriation data D17 & D30 the KASCADE-Grande
trigger had a total oine time of about one month due to tehnial problems. The
tehnial onguration of the external trigger generated randomly triggered events during
this time whih were kept in the data set to inrease the statistis of bakground events.
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name of the data set luster no. run no. period events
training data D30 21  049 2006-12-12  2007-01-07 102,535
veriation data D17 D17 12  185 2007-08-02  2008-01-21 787,203
veriation data D30 D30 21  454 2006-12-12  2008-01-21 1,598,543
Table 5.1: The hosen data to develop (training data) and to verify (veriation data
D17 & D30) the self-trigger system.
5.4 Trigger Strategy
The self-trigger strategy is organised in a multi-level trigger system onsisting of two
main parts. First, the trigger onstraints for eah polarisation (hannel) have to redue
the trigger rate on antenna level. A dynami threshold is ontinuously ompared with
the reorded samples to detet a threshold exeeding. Additionally, all the harateristi
pulse parameters are determined for the oinident onstraints desribed in the following.
Seond, the more omplex onstraints on luster level have to aept oinident shower
events and to rejet bakground signals. At this stage of the trigger system, all the
information about the determined parameters of the hannel are available. Data from
hannels that ontain numerous pulses are reheked for possible shower signals in a given
time window. The geometrial onguration of the set-up is used for the oinidene
onstraint.
A blok diagram of the self-trigger system is shown in g. 5.5 and disussed in the
following. The digital methods used in this setion (up-sampling, envelope alulation,
and RFI suppression) are desribed in detail in se. 3.4.
A typially reorded shower event of antenna luster D30 after applied RFI suppres-
sion is illustrated in g. 5.6. All the hannels show a lear detetable pulse signature.
Additional noise and small transient signals are visible in the north-south polarisation
of antenna 300.
5.4.1 Channel Constraints
Data of eah polarisation of the antennas are ontrolled by the hannel trigger. Its
hallenge is to suppress and to rejet bakground events at an early stage of data taking
as well as to selet and to aept shower signals. The hannel onstraints orrespond to
the entral red retangular as shown in g. 5.5.
RFI and transient signals are the two main lasses of bakground events. Thus, the
ontinuous sub-sampled data ow per hannel has to be split into time windows of
∆t = 25.6µs to apply the RFI suppression method with suient frequeny resolution
(∆f ≈ 40 kHz).
The remaining bakground signatures (after RFI suppression) are transient signals
whih are haraterised by a broadband spetrum. The ontinuous data ow is ompared
with a dynami threshold and is aepted if the threshold is exeeded, otherwise the
hannel is rejeted. The following quality and transient uts will rejet the remaining
transient bakground signals. The determined positions in time of the deteted pulses
are needed for the following oinident onstraints.
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Figure 5.5: Blok diagram for the minimal requirements of the self-trigger system. The
three red retangles orrespond, from top to bottom, to the geometrial onguration
of the antenna luster, the hannel trigger, and the oinidene trigger.
Dynami Threshold
A dynami threshold T
dyn
has to be alulated on the basis of the ontinuous data ow
over a suient time range. A time range that is short (several nano seonds) is sensitive
to fast bakground utuations and might also miss the shower signal as it ours as a
transient signal. A long time range of hours will be sensitive to day-night-eets, but
annot follow strong bakground utuations (numerous bakground pulses in a short
time range or solar air).
In fat, the optimal time range for determining the dynami threshold is strong de-
pendent on the site of the detetor (in the range of seonds). In the ase of this analysis
the externally triggered data have a dened time range. The reorded time windows do
not orrespond to a ontinuous data ow and the dynami threshold is determined on
the basis of the omplete time window (∆t = 25.6µs).
After RFI suppression the sub-sampled data per hannel s
sub
(t) are up-sampled s
up
(t)
and the squared envelope signal (Hilbert method) s
env
2,up(t) is alulated. The squared
data are proportional to the reeived power and are used to alulate the mean value
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Figure 5.6: Typial time signatures of the radio emission of a osmi ray air shower after
RFI suppression on the site of LOPES
STAR
in Deember 2006 (E ≈ 8 · 1017 eV, θ ≈ 60◦,
ϕ ≈ 51◦).
S¯
mean,env
2,up and its unertainty σS¯
mean,env
2,up
. Therefore, all the time samples (inluding
the pulse itself) are taken into aount, due to the fat that the time length of the pulse
is muh shorter than the reorded time window. A dynami threshold T
dyn,env
2,up per
hannel is dened by eq. 5.3 and ompared with s
env
2,up(t).
T
dyn,env
2,up = Smean,env2,up + 4.5 · σS¯
mean,env
2,up
(5.3)
The empirial fator of 4.5 is iteratively derived from these investigations.
If the dynami threshold is exeeded, the data of this hannel are aepted, otherwise
rejeted (dynami threshold trigger).
Quality Cuts
A very rough estimation of the data quality is performed by using the sub-sampled
data after RFI suppression. The hannel data s
sub
(t) are squared and a sliding window
over six neighboured time samples is performed to smooth the data. The peak value
Sˆ
peak,sub
, the mean value S¯
mean,sub
and its unertainty σS¯
mean,sub
are determined. An
empirially dened threshold T
thres,sub
(eq. 5.4) is applied to ount the raising edge of
the samples exeeding this threshold to estimate the number of pulses per hannel in
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Figure 5.7: The quality uts applied to eah polarisation. The shaded part is aepted
and ontains all the shower events (one deteted pulse), whereas 80% of the bakground
events are rejeted.
that time window.
Note: The threshold T
thres,sub
has to be smaller than T
dyn,env
2,up to ount all the pulses.
T
thres,sub
= S¯
mean,sub
+ 2 · σS¯
mean,sub
+
(
Sˆ
peak,sub
−
(
S¯
mean,sub
+ 2 · σS¯
mean,sub
))
4.0
(5.4)
On the one hand equation 5.4 takes into aount the noise due to an oset determined by
S¯
mean,sub
and σS¯
mean,sub
and on the other hand an additional oset depending on Sˆ
peak,sub
is onsidered to ount dominant peaks and not small noisy peaks.
Furthermore, the signal-to-noise ratio (snr) of the squared peak value and the mean
value of the omplete time data is alulated (snr ∝ power).
An illustration of the alulated parameters of the training data is shown in g. 5.7.
A ombination of two uts is introdued to inrease the quality of the data (quality uts)
and to rejet more than 80% of the bakground signals, whereas all the shower events
are aepted.
snr > 75 (5.5a)
no. of pulses < 2 (5.5b)
Equation 5.5a allows to aept pulses with a good signal-to-noise ratio and to rejet pulses
omparable with noise in the data. Bakground soures often emit their harateristi
signal periodially over a ertain time. If several pulses are deteted in the reorded time
window, the dened ut (eq. 5.5b) rejets this hannel.
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Figure 5.8: A squared envelope signal of one hannel (shower event) with the harater-
isti parameters to distinguish between bakground and shower events.
Transient Cuts
Eah hannel that is aepted by the dynami threshold trigger is proessed further
to determine the exat number of pulses and their position in time for the oinident
onstraints. Only the hannels that are aepted by the quality uts are analysed by the
following transient uts.
The remaining pulse in the data has to be haraterised by parameters to distinguish
between transient signals and radio pulses from high energy osmi rays. Various pulse
parameters were analysed, but only the most adequate ones are disussed here and are
illustrated in g. 5.8 and g. 5.9.
pulse position The position of the pulse in the time window is determined by the posi-
tion of the maximum and is used by the oinidene onstraint to rejet inlined
arrival diretions. In ase of a preise reonstrution of the diretion (triangula-
tion) a onstant fration method (f = 0.5) is used. A omparison of both methods
is presented in the analysis hapter 6.
pulse width The time length of a pulse is dened as the width at one third of the max-
imum of the peak value. Radio pulses from osmi ray air showers are expeted
to be short in time. The reorded detetor response funtion results from a on-
volution of the original pulse with the lter harateristis of the system. A pulse
of a few nano seonds is expanded to a pulse width less than 100 ns due to the
40 − 80MHz lter used. In ontrast, bakground soures often onsist of longer
pulses repeated frequently.
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Figure 5.9: Denition of the RF rossing gap parameter. Only the maximal time ∆t
max
between the rossing of two raising edges of the RF signal is determined.
pulse integral The area of the squared envelope signal in the time range of the pulse
width is an additional parameter to haraterise the signal. The ombination of
the pulse integral with the pulse width makes a separation between high and at
pulses possible.
post pulse integral An integral of the post pulse time over twie the pulse width har-
aterises well the noise in the data. The fator of two is empirially motivated. A
shower event produes a signal as shown in g. 5.8, whereas bakground data often
inlude multiple pulses  small pulses around one dominant pulse. The ratio of
post pulse integral
pulse integral
turned out to be a good estimator to rejet noisy hannels.
RF rossing gap A threshold T
RF ross
to determine this parameter is dened by the
square root of the dynami threshold
(
T
RF ross
=
√
T
dyn,env
2,up
)
and is ompared
to the up-sampled RF samples. The longest time period between the rossing of
two raising edges denes the time value of the RF rossing gap as illustrated in
g. 5.9.
The integral ratio
post pulse integral
pulse integral
versus pulse width is shown in g. 5.10 for the
training data. A onentration of events in the lower right orner is visible. These
entries orrespond to very wide time pulses, whereas the integral ratio points out that
the deteted pulses are large. A seond peak is indiated in the upper left part of the
distribution due to the fat that some bakground signatures start with a short dominant
pulse followed by broad pulses (post pulse integral, ratio > 1). The expeted radio signal
lies in the intermediate zone orresponding to the green oor shown in gure 5.10.
The parameter RF rossing gap additionally ontrols the number of pulses in a preise
way. Thus, the hosen ut of RF rossing gap < 300 ns in ombination with the already
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Figure 5.10: Parameters to rejet transient bakground signals. The shaded part is
aepted by the transient uts (see eq. 5.6).
applied quality uts makes sure that only one dominant pulse is within the reorded time
window. The estimated amount of pulses is not unique on the basis of this parameter
without onsidering additional quantities. In the ase of bakground soures emitting
pulses very frequently the RF rossing gap parameter always results in small values and
does not reet the reorded multi-pulses.
The disussed parameters as given in eq. 5.6 dene the transient uts. They are
optimised to rejet transient bakground signals and to aept shower events.
pulse width < 125 ns (5.6a)
post pulse int egral
pulse integral
< 1 (5.6b)
RF rossing gap < 300 ns (5.6)
The hannel trigger aepts a hannel if the dynami threshold is exeeded as well as
the quality and the transient uts are fullled. After applying the hannel trigger to the
training data 560 out of 102,535 events are aepted inluding all the shower events.
5.4.2 Cluster Constraints
In most ases the man-made bakground signals are emitted and reah the detetor
in parallel to the surfae of the Earth (θ > 70◦). The radio emission of CRs reahes
the Earth of all the zenith angles (0◦ ≤ θ ≤ 90◦). Taking into aount the diretion
sensitivity of the LPDA only events with a zenith range θ < 60◦ are meaningful for
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further analysis. The suppressed signals with θ > 60◦ are part of the detetor onept
to redue man-made bakground at an early stage of the signal proessing.
Note: The usage of an antenna type with higher sensitivity at larger zenith angles θ
allows to inrease the sensitivity range for more inlined shower events (θ > 60◦).
In a next step the arrival diretion of the signal is determined by taking into aount
the geometry of the antenna luster. As desribed in hapter 3 eah LPDA is installed
on a vertex of an equilateral triangle. This simple geometry allows a fast triangulation
and an estimation of the arrival diretion (azimuth and zenith).
The time dierenes of the triggered pulses of three LPDAs are alulated and om-
pared with a given oinidene time t
oin
(oinidene trigger). Inoming signals from
θ = 0◦ (vertial) are reorded simultaneously in all the hannels. Signals with a larger
zenith angle need more time to propagate through the antenna luster. The maximal
propagation time orresponds to the arrival diretion perpendiular to one of the sides
of the equilateral triangle. Thus, the oinidene time depends on the zenith and the
azimuth angles t
oin
(θ, ϕ).
A suient desription of the oinidene time is given by taking into aount the
height of the triangle, whih orresponds to the shortest way to propagate through the
antenna luster. In this ase the triangle is approximated as a irle and t
oin
(θ) follows
equation 5.7 for all the azimuth angles.
t
oin
(θ) =
√
b2 − b24
c
· sin(θ) (5.7)
where θ is the zenith angle, b is the luster baseline, and c is the speed of light. Due to
the limited sensitivity of the LPDA only zenith angles less than 60◦ are used.
The luster onstraints of the self-trigger system orrespond to the lower red retan-
gular as shown in g. 5.5.
Coinidene Trigger
All the hannels observe the signals in a dened time window synhronously and on-
tinuously. If two or more hannels in a triangle with three LPDAs (trigger ell) full
the hannel trigger onditions, the event is proessed further. If one hannel is rejeted
by the hannel trigger due to deteted bakground, the seond polarisation may be a-
epted.
Note: It is assumed that the signals are reeived simultaneously in both polarisations
when they reah the antennas.
So far, hannels with one dominant pulse of an event are aepted. An estimation of
the arrival diretion is only possible with events ontaining one hannel of eah LPDA
(triangulation within a trigger ell). The osmi ray signal is superposed by the bak-
ground and hannels with multi-pulses are rejeted by the hannel trigger.
The oinidene trigger alulates the mean position of the pulse (point in time)
t¯
pulse
of all the aepted hannels. The data from hannels whih are rejeted by the
quality uts are reheked in order to nd out whether a lear pulse in the time range of
t¯
pulse
± t
oin
(θ = 60◦) is present or not. If one of the rejeted hannels ontain a pulse
in the data, this hannel is additionally aepted by the hannel trigger. The oinident
onstraint is applied to all the time positions of pulses of aepted hannels.
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Applying the oinidene trigger to the training data results in only 68 out of 560
aepted events. An additional ut on the reonstruted arrival diretion to rejeted
events that full θ > 60◦ results in a total number of 57 aepted events inluding the
expeted shower events.
5.5 Results
5.5.1 Correlations with KASCADE-Grande
The events aepted by the self-trigger are orrelated with the reonstruted shower
parameters from KASCADE-Grande. In order to perform suh a orrelation the time
delay ∆t between the LOPESSTAR and KASCADE-Grande event timestamp has to be
known.
The inoming trigger signal is diretly onneted to the hardware trigger of luster 13
inside the KASCADE-Grande DAQ. The position in time of this trigger orresponds to
the true timestamp t
event
of the air shower. t
STAR
results in t
STAR
= t
event
+ ∆t¯
STAR
,
by taking into aount the typial delay ∆t¯
STAR
to transmit the trigger signal to the
LOPES
STAR
antenna lusters and to take the timestamp.
t
event
is internally proessed by KASCADE-Grande (event building as well as mathing
with the KASCADE-Array and Piolo et.) and delayed by ∆t¯
Grande
. This results in
the reorded timestamp of KASCADE-Grande t
Grande
= t
event
+∆t¯
Grande
.
These studies showed that the delays of dierent LOPES
STAR
lusters are approxi-
mately equal (∆t¯
STAR
≈ ∆t
D17
≈ ∆t
D19
≈ ∆t
D30
). In addition, ∆t¯
Grande
≫ ∆t¯
STAR
and ∆t¯
STAR
is negligible. The measured oinidene time ∆t
oin
results in:
∆t
oinc =tGrande − tSTAR (5.8a)
=t
event
+∆t¯
Grande
− (t
event
+∆t¯
STAR
) (5.8b)
≈∆t¯
Grande
(5.8)
=(819778.269 ± 0.656) µs . (5.8d)
The determined unertainty of σ∆t
oin
= 0.656µs reets the jitter in time of the GPS
lok as well as the variation of the proessing time of KASCADE-Grande.
The orrelated timestamps rejet falsely triggered events due to RFI on the trigger
able or random trigger signals during tehnial problems of KASCADE-Grande and
those events whih annot be reonstruted (typially ≈ 9% of the data).
training data The orrelation of the self-triggered training data with the reonstruted
data of KASCADE-Grande results in 57 aepted shower andidates from all the
arrival diretions and 52 shower andidates for θ < 60◦.
veriation data 285 events for antenna luster D17 and 779 events for D30 remain
respetively after orrelation with KASCADE-Grande and appliane of the θ < 60◦
ut. The time period of the veriation data D30 is twie the time of the veriation
data D17. Thus the resulting amount of events dier by a fator of about 2.
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5.5.2 Purity, Eieny and Rejetion
Diretion Correlation
The orrelated events are oinident and ontain bakground and shower events. The
arrival diretion of the radio event and the diretion delivered from KASCADE-Grande
have to orrespond within their unertainties to identify shower events orretly, whereas
bakground signals full these onstraints only by hane.
The diretion orrelation is performed by using the uts desribed in eq. 5.9 with
LOPES
STAR
zenith angle θ
STAR
and azimuth angle ϕ
STAR
as well as the KASCADE-
Grande zenith angle θ
Grande
and azimuth angle ϕ
Grande
.
θ
STAR
< 60◦ (5.9a)
θ
STAR
− 2 · σθ
STAR
< θ
Grande
< θ
STAR
+ 2 · σθ
STAR
(5.9b)
ϕ
STAR
− 2 · σϕ
STAR
< ϕ
Grande
< ϕ
STAR
+ 2 · σϕ
STAR
(5.9)
Purity
After orrelation of the self-triggered events with the reorded timestamps of KASCADE-
Grande the applied diretion uts (eq. 5.9) result in well-orrelated extensive air showers
(same timestamp and same arrival diretion). The purity desribes the ratio of aepted
shower events to the total number of aepted events of the self-trigger. The total number
of events an be estimated on the basis of the analysis results from KASCADE-Grande
by taking into aount the shower geometry and the geomagneti angle, respetively.
training data 7 shower events out of 52 events remain after orrelation of the time-
stamp and diretion with the ones of KASCADE-Grande inluding θ < 60◦. This
orresponds to a purity of 14% for the training data.
veriation data 285 events and 779 events are aepted by antenna luster D17 and
D30 by the self-trigger inluding a ut on the zenith angle (θ < 60◦), respetively.
After orrelation (timestamp and diretion) 22 events (D17) and 34 events (D30)
are identied as radio emission of osmi rays. The purity results in 7% (D17) and
5% (D30) for the veriation data.
The dierenes of the obtained purity reet the inuene of the individual bakground
soures depending on the site of the antenna luster. Emitted signals from unorrelated
or orrelated bakground soures reah the detetor horizontally from random azimuth
diretions. The hannel trigger aepts shower-like bakground signals and the oini-
dene trigger aepts these signals by hane. The reonstruted arrival diretion points
to a random azimuth and zenith angle. In fat, this is the main reason for the low
purity results and the falsely aepted bakground events. A detetion site without the
industrial environment (e.g. Pierre Auger Observatory) and advaned trigger levels will
inrease the purity.
Eieny
A reliable eieny analysis has to be based on detailed MC simulations for a full detetor
simulation as well as MC simulations for the radio emission of high energy osmi rays.
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data set name luster no. aepted events applied onstraints
training data D30
102,535 none (all the events)
20,547 quality uts per hannel
560 hannel trigger
68 + oinidene trigger
57 + θ
STAR
< 60◦
52 + Grande: time orrelated
7 + Grande: θ & ϕ orrelated
veriation data D17 D17
787,203 none (all the events)
2,209 hannel trigger
1,226 + oinidene trigger
499 + θ
STAR
< 60◦
285 + Grande: time orrelated
22 + Grande: θ & ϕ orrelated
veriation data D30 D30
1,598,543 none (all the events)
33,452 hannel trigger
1,676 + oinidene trigger
1,260 + θ
STAR
< 60◦
779 + Grande: time orrelated
34 + Grande: θ & ϕ orrelated
Table 5.2: Summary of the aepted events in relation to the applied trigger onstraints
of the data sets used. The deviation of the rejetion rates between the dierent data sets
are due to the environmental eets and seasonal inuenes on eah antenna luster.
None of the shower events are rejeted by the applied onstraints.
The shower simulation methods are available, but a suient detetor simulation is not
ready. In addition, the sensitive area of the detetor array has to be determined by
simulations as well. It is very omplex to extrat the sensitive area only based on the
measured events due to the low partile ux at these high energies. Furthermore, the
eet of the radio emission and its dependene on the geomagneti angle have to be
measured and simulated in detail to get reliable eienies.
The eieny desribes the ratio of the aepted shower events to the total number
of shower events in the data set. The KASCADE-Grande reonstrution was used to
determine the absolute number of observed shower events in eah data set. Therefore,
quality uts were applied to the results of the reonstrution of KASCADE-Grande
(Grande uts). Only shower events that full the quality onstraints are used in the
following. A detailed disussion of Grande uts are presented in setion 6.2.1.
The hosen Grande uts are applied to the KASCADE-Grande data and result in 25
shower events (training data) whih are deteted in the partile detetors. 4 out of 25
shower events are aepted by the self-trigger on the basis of the radio emission and this
orresponds to an eieny of 16% (5 · 1017 eV < E < 1018 eV).
The 21 rejeted shower events by LOPES
STAR
were analysed further to understand
the rejetion of the self-trigger system in more detail. It turned out that most of the
shower events showed no radio signal in the time domain. This results from large RFI
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bakground at this time or from the arrival diretion of the extensive air shower. If this
diretion is almost in parallel to the geomagneti eld then no radio emission is emitted
(geomagneti angle α ≈ 0◦). Only two rejeted events showed pulse signals in more than
2 hannels (dierent antennas), but the inuene of the bakground at this time does
not make it possible to detet these pulses. The eieny results in more than 90% by
only taking into aount shower events with a suient signal-to-noise ratio.
The results from the eieny of the veriation data are the same as for the training
data. The bakground onditions on the site of the Forshungszentrum Karlsruhe are
bad and time dependent as desribed above. The RFI and transient signals inrease the
dynami threshold all the time and the aeptane of signals from radio emission with an
energy E ≤ 5 · 1017 eV and a low geomagneti angle is not eient. In addition, the area
overed by the KASCADE-Grande experiment (700× 700m2) limits the reonstrution
of primary partiles of E > 1018 eV.
Rejetion
The rejetion r is dened as unity minus the ratio of the aepted events n to the total
number of events m: r = 1− nm . The aepted events are dened in this ontext as the
number of self-triggered events with no additional uts.
training data The self-trigger aepted 68 out of 102,535 events, orresponding to a
rejetion of r = 99.93%.
veriation data The veriation data of antenna luster D17 onsist of 787,203 events.
After applying the self-trigger 1,226 events are aepted, orresponding to a reje-
tion of r = 99.79%. Antenna luster D30 has 1,598,543 events in the veriation
data and 1,676 events are aepted from the self-trigger, orresponding to a reje-
tion of r = 99.92%.
The self-trigger method is not over-optimised on the training data due to the almost
equal rejetion value ompared with veriation data D30. The disrepany of the
rejetion value of the veriation data D17 and D30 reets the dierent bakground
onditions of the two antenna lusters on the site of the Forshungszentrum Karlsruhe.
5.5.3 Trigger Rates
The trigger rate of the rst trigger level is important for the following data redution in
a multi-level trigger system.
Table 5.2 summarises the aepted number of events in relation to the dierent trigger
onstraints. The remaining events of the veriation data D30 are about twie the
number of aepted events of the veriation data D17 due to the dierent observation
times at the two antenna lusters. The deviation of the dierent rejetions for the applied
trigger uts between the three data sets reets the individual bakground situation on
eah antenna luster.
Cluster Rate
There are two ways to alulate a mean trigger rate per antenna luster on externally
triggered data.
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One is to analyse the omplete time period of the veriation data and to assume that
the given trigger selets all the extensive air showers. Additionally, it is expeted that the
energy threshold of the external trigger is muh lower than the detetion threshold of the
radio emission. Thus, most of the external triggers are random RFI and transient reords.
The reorded bakground events of almost 6 and 13 months, respetively, desribe well
the environmental inuenes on the antenna lusters D17 and D30. Applying the self-
trigger onditions to this data orresponds to work a ontinuous data ow. In this ase
the mean trigger rate results in f¯
D17,ont
≈ 98µHz (D17) and f¯
D30,ont
≈ 78µHz (D30)
for the veriation data.
The other way to determine the mean trigger rate of the self-trigger is to ombine
the n externally triggered time windows ∆t = 25.6µs with a virtual observation time
t
virt
= n ·∆t. After applying the self-trigger to the ombined veriation data the trigger
rate results in f¯
D17,virt
≈ 60Hz (D17) and f¯
D30,virt
≈ 40Hz (D30), whereas the rates are
dened by the ratio of aepted events to t
virt
.
The real trigger rates per luster will lie in between these two results and have to
be measured on the eld. In addition, the geometrial eets of the external trigger
luster 13 from KASCADE-Grande are not taken into aount.
Channel Rate
The hannel trigger rate an be diretly onsidered as the external trigger rate of
KASCADE-Grande f¯
hannel,ont
= f¯
luster 13
≈ 50mHz.
In ase of the virtual observation time the trigger rate per hannel results in
f¯
hannel,virt
≈ 7.3 kHz. The hannel trigger rate reets the bakground onditions and
an easily be dereased on the sites with lower bakground, e.g. the Pierre Auger Ob-
servatory.
A random oinidene trigger rate of three unorrelated trigger soures (trigger ell
per antenna luster) is given by eq. 5.10.
f
oin,random
=f3
hannel
· t2
oin
(θ) (5.10a)
=(7.3 kHz)3 · (215 ns)2 (5.10b)
≈18mHz (5.10)
where t
oin
is given by eq. 5.7 with a baseline b
D30
= 65m and a zenith angle θ = 60◦.
The randomly triggered events from all the diretions are negligible ompared to the
luster trigger rates.
Equation 5.10 is only valid for unorrelated trigger soures, e.g. independent mahines,
whih emit several signals in a time window less than t
oin
. If these signals are aepted
by the hannel trigger (transient uts) then the oinidene trigger is additionally ful-
lled. But a reonstrution of the arrival diretion results in an inlined diretion and
the triggered event is identied as bakground and is rejeted.
5.5.4 Threshold Charateristis
The behaviour of the dynami threshold (see eq. 5.3) for eah hannel desribes the
harateristis of the self-trigger. It is sensitive to the bakground inuene and denes
the energy threshold for radio detetion of extensive air showers.
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Figure 5.11: Calibration urve to onvert the threshold of the hannel trigger in units
of ADC ounts into an eletri eld strength. The solid blak line orresponds to a
paraboli t (y = urve · x2).
Conversion
The dynami threshold is alulated and ompared with the squared envelope signal after
RFI suppression. A onversion fator for the threshold in the unit of squared ADC ount
into the unit of eld strength is neessary for quantitative onlusions. The distribution
of the threshold alibration is shown in gure 5.11 where the squared envelope samples
versus the absolutely alibrated samples are given. A paraboli onnetion between the
squared envelope signal and the time samples is expeted due to the squaring of the
envelope. A paraboli t funtion (see eq. 5.11) is applied to the data and illustrated as
the solid blak line in g. 5.11 as well.
env
2 =urve · |E|2 (5.11a)
urve =(1.915 ± 0.015)
(
ADC
µV
m
)2
(5.11b)
The deviation of the urve parameter from 2 results from the manipulation of the am-
plitude spetrum and the applied window funtion during Fourier transform (alibration
proesses).
The urve parameter resulting from the t (eq. 5.11) is obviously dependent on the
bandwidth of LOPES
STAR. The eetive bandwidth ∆f
e
= 42.02MHz has to be taken
into aount to normalise the dynami threshold and to ompare the dynami threshold
with other experiments.
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Figure 5.12: The distribution of the alibrated dynami threshold versus the observed
hannels in antenna luster D17 (left g.) and D30 (right g.).
Distribution of Dynami Thresholds
The distribution of the alibrated dynami threshold is illustrated for all the hannels
in g. 5.12 for antenna luster D17 (left hand g.) and D30 (right hand g.). Eah
entry orresponds to a positive hannel trigger ondition of the veriation data. The
threshold alibration was performed by using eq. 5.11 without normalisation.
Antenna Cluster D17 The distribution of the left hand g. 5.12 shows that most of the
alulated thresholds result in T
dyn,up,D17
≈ 80 µVm due to the bakground inuene.
Antenna luster D17 is loated at the east edge of the Forshungszentrum Karlsruhe
and at this position a lower bakground is expeted (ompare with right hand g.
(D30)).
The threshold behaviour for the CTR antenna diers from the rest due to less
entries in this olumn. More transient signals have been deteted and rejeted in
these hannels by the hannel trigger. In fat, the DAQ PC in antenna luster D17
is loated in the nearby KASCADE-Grande station 17 next to the CTR antenna.
In the earlier days of LOPES
STAR
this antenna luster was the rst experimental
site with an old type of PC (DAQ omputer) equipped with poor eletromagneti
shielding.
Antenna Cluster D30 Antenna luster D30 has a dierent distribution of the ali-
brated dynami threshold (right hand g. 5.12). The mean threshold results in
T
dyn,up,D30
≈ 100 µVm , whereas the EW hannels of CTR and 300 antenna show a
spread to larger values. The luster is loated inside the area of the Forshungszen-
trum Karlsruhe.
The gap around 100 µVm for both polarisations of the antenna 300 is explained by
the transient rejetion of the hannel trigger. This antenna is loated next to a
large omputing entre, and next to an exhauster for the air onditioning of this
entre giving rise to the dynami threshold.
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5.5.5 Conlusion and Outlook
Conlusion
The worst possible bakground onditions one an think of when developing a radio
self-trigger system are given on the site of the Forshungszentrum Karlsruhe due to the
industrial environment. The hallenge to suppress enough bakground events and not to
saturate the eletronis is faed by the features of the self-trigger system disussed. The
surrounding bakground signals ould be identied and ould be suiently suppressed
by the self-trigger.
The plausibly motivated and optimised parameters rejet RFI and transient signals
on eah hannel per antenna to more than 99.9%. The hannel trigger methods are easy
to extend for further parameters due to possible hanges in bakground harateristis.
The aepted radio emission signals and shower like bakground signals in eah hannel
are further analysed by the luster trigger. It rejets highly inlined and oinident man-
made signals (θ > 60◦) and all the non-oinident events as well. The luster trigger also
takes the rejeted hannels with multi-pulses (hannel trigger) into aount and searhes
the harateristi signal at the expeted time positions. In fat, the hosen oinident
onstraint is optimised for the layout of the antenna array and has to be adapted for
large-sale arrays.
The resulting purity (6%), eieny (90%) and rejetion (99.9%) show that the self-
trigger system rejets RFI and transient signals per hannel and luster in a suient
way. The industrial environment on the site of the Forshungszentrum Karlsruhe om-
pliates the trigger system and inreases the rates, whereas on the site of the Pierre
Auger Observatory purity and eieny will inrease due to the lower bakground of
one order of magnitude (fator 100 in reeiving power).
The alibration and normalisation of the dynami threshold makes a omparison with
dierent sites and experimental installations onvenient and transparent. In addition, the
threshold monitoring of eah hannel allows an easy ross-omparison with alternative
self-trigger approahes.
The proof-of-priniple of a working radio self-trigger system is obtained by the dis-
ussed investigations. The area overed by KASCADE-Grande limits the statistis of
shower events to an energy of E ≤ 1018 eV. The energy range of the Pierre Auger Ob-
servatory as well as the muh better bakground onditions make the site in Argentina
attrative for the future of radio detetion of extensive air showers.
A hardware design of the disussed method is neessary to ahieve a fast and eient
self-trigger in a stand-alone appliation. An analogue eletroni approah is too inexi-
ble. Therefore, Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) are seleted for the hardware
of the self-trigger. The presented self-trigger strategy an be transferred in a simple way
to an FPGA algorithm.
Outlook
In the future large-sale arrays of radio detetors will be installed. It is neessary to
equip eah single antenna with a hannel trigger inluding the RFI suppression and
transient uts. The information of the hannel triggers are transmitted to the following
oinidene trigger via wireless ommuniation. The oinidene onstraints are based
on all the information of the hannel triggers and the geometry of the array.
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An existing hardware
3
with a digital signal proessor (DSP) and FPGA is re-used
to implement a prototype version of the disussed self-trigger methods. The optimised
implementation of the trigger algorithms are in progress and rst veriation measure-
ments are planned on the site of the Forshungszentrum Karlsruhe for autumn 2008. In
a next step a measurement ampaign on the site of the Pierre Auger Observatory with
three LPDAs is planned for winter 2008. The FPGA based prototype self-trigger has to
prove the experimental pratiability under environmental onditions of the two sites.
3
Developed at the Institute of Data Proessing and Eletronis, Forshungszentrum Karlsruhe.
Chapter 6
Data Analysis
6.1 Introdution
The radio signals measured with LOPES
STAR
are absolutely alibrated and are reorded
in oinidene with the KASCADE-Grande experiment. The hosen positions of the
LOPES
STAR
antennas per luster strongly depend on the loal environment and infras-
truture of the Forshungszentrum Karlsruhe. The possibilities of LOPES
STAR, in its
prototype phase, are limited but provide a starting point for future radio detetors and
point out the potential of the radio detetion tehniques.
This hapter presents the data seletion of shower events that full the applied quality
onstraints on the reonstruted data of both experiments, LOPES
STAR
and KASCADE-
Grande. Furthermore, the parametrisation of the eld strength is desribed and om-
pared with previous approahes. Finally, tehniques to reonstrut air showers on an
event-by-event basis are presented.
6.2 Data Seletion
The applied data seletion is based on the veriation data (D17 & D30, see table 5.1).
Additional quality uts on KASCADE-Grande and LOPES
STAR
are hosen to optimise
the reonstrution disussed in the following.
6.2.1 Quality Cuts
KASCADE-Grande Cuts
The nal KASCADE-Grande reonstrution results in more than 26 quantities desribing
geometry and properties of the individual air shower as well as the working ondition
of the experiment. Standard quality uts, listed in table 6.1 (Grande uts), to ensure
a high quality and a well reonstrution of the air shower were hosen as used in the
analysis of KASCADE-Grande.
The estimated energy of the primary partile follows the well-established parametri-
sation by the number of muons (Nµ), eletrons (Ne), and the zenith angle (θGrande) as
given in eq. 6.1a [Womm 07℄. The expeted unertainty of this energy estimation is in
the range of
σE
E ≈ 40%. Bakground observations on the site of the Forshungszentrum
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related to the working status of KASCADE-Grande
ondition explanation
I
ative
&1 = 1 KASCADE-Array is ative
Hit7 > 8 luster 13 is ative
Flag
ANKA
< 4 status of the nearby synhrotron soure ANKA to re-
jet bakground indued events
Quality Flag > 0 internal quality ag is fullled
N
Grande stations
> 0 number of involved ative stations
related to the reonstrution of KASCADE-Grande
ondition explanation
Nµ > 11111 total number of muons is suessfully reonstruted
Ne > 11111 total number of eletrons is suessfully reonstruted
θ
Grande
< 45◦ standard reonstrution is unertain (for θ > 45◦)
−600m < x
Grande
< 100m position of the shower ore lies in the eld of
KASCADE-Grande (x oordinate)
−600m < y
Grande
< 100m same for the y oordinate
1.4 > Age
Grande
> 0.4 ut on the shower age, whih results from the t to
the lateral distribution of the eletrons (NKG t, see
hapter 2), empiri parameter range
Table 6.1: Overview of the Grande uts to obtain well reonstruted shower events
from KASCADE-Grande. The onditions of the working status guarantee that the
KASCADE-Grande experiment is in a proper working mode. In addition, the reon-
strution was suessful and results in well reonstruted shower parameters if the
remaining onditions are fullled.
Karlsruhe point out that a suient signal-to-noise ratio for the disussed self-trigger is
expeted from osmi ray events with E > 1017.5 eV (energy ut, see eq. 6.1b).
log10(E) =0.319 · log10(Ne) + 0.709 · log10(Nµ)
+
1.236
cos(θ
Grande
)
+ 0.238 [log10(GeV)] (6.1a)
E >108.5GeV = 1017.5 eV (6.1b)
LOPES
STAR
Cuts
The events aepted by the self-trigger onditions are orrelated by timestamp and arrival
diretion with the events aepted by the Grande uts. The dened onditions of the
self-trigger and the orrelation (timestamp and arrival diretion) ensure that only well
reonstruted shower events are nally aepted.
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veriation data
D17 D30 applied uts
22 34 self-trigger + Grande: time & diretion orrelation
6 14 + Grande uts
3 7 + E > 1017.5 eV
Table 6.2: Aepted number of events after applying the desribed uts. The resulting
10 radio events orrespond to 9 shower events, reonstruted by KASCADE-Grande.
One individual shower event was separately deteted in antenna luster D17 & D30.
6.2.2 Event Statistis
The amount of events aepted after appliation of the quality uts are listed in table 6.2.
The rst row shows the aepted events after applying the self-trigger as well as the
orrelation of the data by timestamp and arrival diretion. In the following rows the
aepted events of the KASCADE-Grande quality uts (Grande uts) as well as the
energy ut (E > 1017.5 eV) are given.
The remaining 10 radio events with their reonstruted quantities yield a good re-
onstrution and are related to 9 extensive air showers, reonstruted by KASCADE-
Grande. One of the radio events was observed in both antenna luster D17 & D30 and,
therefore, ounted twie. An additional shower event was deteted by all 10 LOPES
STAR
antennas, but rejeted by the Grande uts due to the inlined arrival diretion. Never-
theless, this shower event is used later for a omparison with MC simulations.
The number of events is limited by the size of the instrumented area and the short
observation time as well as the low partile ux at these high energies (5 events/month
are expeted aording to the osmi ray ux and the eetive area of the lusters). The
disussed analysis is limited by the event statistis, but it demonstrates the potential
and advantages of the radio detetion tehnique.
Note: The radio data of antenna luster D19 are reorded for all the external trigger
signals from KASCADE-Grande during the period in whih the veriation data were
taken.
6.2.3 Distribution of the Shower Cores
The impat point or position of the shower ore on the ground in the referene frame
of KASCADE-Grande is shown in g. 6.1 (positions derived from KASCADE-Grande).
The open symbols (D17: , D30: ◦) mark the positions of the aepted events from the
self-trigger inluding the orrelation (timestamp and arrival diretion) with KASCADE-
Grande, whereas the other symbols (D17: +, D19: •, D30: ×) mark the ore positions of
the remaining events after the Grande uts. The illustrated positions of the shower ore
are spread homogeneously over the equipped area and, as expeted, are slightly shifted
towards the external trigger (luster 13) of KASCADE-Grande.
A radio signal of a osmi ray air shower is deteted in all the antennas, the so-alled
golden event, if all the introdued symbols math at one position. Due to the limited
observation time suh golden events are only deteted twie and marked with the red
dashed irle (I and II in g. 6.1). The red dashed irle (II) on the left hand side marks
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Figure 6.1: Distribution of the shower ores for dierent quality uts and separated by the
LOPES
STAR
antenna lusters. The oordinates of eah shower ore are reonstruted
by KASCADE-Grande. Two events are reorded from all 10 LOPES
STAR
antennas and
are marked with a red irle (I & II)  golden events.
a position of a shower ore whih was deteted by the self-trigger in all 10 LOPES
STAR
antennas but rejeted by a quality ut on the zenith angle (Grande uts).
Note: Position II is not marked with • due to the Grande uts, but the raw data of
antenna luster D19 are reorded anyhow.
6.3 Parametrisation of the Field Strength
A parametrisation of the observed radio pulse allows a systemati omparison with other
experiments. The determined parameters in ombination with the reonstruted geome-
try of the air shower allow an estimation of the primary energy. Therefore, all the radio
events aepted by the applied quality uts are used to parametrise the eld strength
by taking into aount dierent eets of the shower geometry and the energy of the
primary partile. The peak value of the deteted pulse in eah polarisation (| ~E
EW
| and
| ~E
NS
|) is ombined by vetorial addition | ~E| = |
√
| ~E
NS
|2 + | ~E
EW
|2| and divided by the
eetive bandwidth ∆f
e
= 42.02MHz. The resulting quantity ǫ in
[
µV
m ·MHz
]
, ǫ
NS
and
ǫ
EW
, respetively, is orrelated to the observed radio pulse and is used in the present
analysis.
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6.3.1 First Approahes
The investigated approahes in previous experiments to parametrise the measured eld
strength [Alla 71, Hueg 05b, Horn 06, Nehl 08a℄ have several harateristis of the pri-
mary partile in ommon:
energy E The observed eld strength sales linearly with the energy E of the primary
partile due to oherent radio emission.
geomagneti angle α The angle between the shower axis and the geomagneti eld is
named geomagneti angle and is a funtion of the arrival diretion α(θ, ϕ). In
the model of the geosynhrotron emission sin(α) haraterises the strength of the
Lorentz fore
~FL = e~v × ~B due to the ross produt, where |~v| ≈ c is the speed of
light and
~B is the strength of the magneti eld of the Earth.
sale parameter d0 The eld strength dereases rapidly with inreasing distane per-
pendiularly to the shower axis (referene frame of the shower). The ited measure-
ments and simulations showed that an exponential funtion with a sale parameter
d0 parametrises this behaviour well. d0 and its dependeny on the energy, if any,
is an important quantity to dene the spaing of future detetors to observe radio
emission. The lateral spread parameter R of the radio emission in the oordinate
system on the observation level is related to d0 by the zenith angle of the primary
partile: R = d0cos(θ) .
zenith angle θ The main dependene on the zenith angle is given by the geomagneti
angle α. The arrival diretion of the shower (θ and ϕ) and the diretion of the
magenti eld lines have to be known in order to determine α. In addition, the
zenith angle determines the footprint of the shower on the observation level.
The previous parametrisations used a cos(θ) dependene on the zenith angle. The
emitted radio signal is polarised in a plane perpendiularly to the Poynting vetor.
And the measured eld strength orresponds to a projetion of the eletri eld
onto the sensitive antenna plane. LOPES
STAR
measures the projetion of the
north-south & east-west polarisation due to the arrival diretion (azimuth angle),
but the vertial omponent is suppressed by the antenna. The missing vertial
omponent may be inluded by taking into aount the diretion sensitivity of the
antenna used (alibration). Thus, a cos(θ) parametrisation may be not neessary.
Furthermore, the attenuation length of an eletromagneti wave in the atmosphere
(1MHz < f < 100MHz) is muh higher than the mean free path of the partiles
in an extensive air shower. This is the advantage of the radio detetion tehnique
to reord radio emission on the ground, whereas the eletromagneti omponent
of the shower has died out [Petr 07℄.
6.3.2 Reent Approahes
One of the advantages of LOPES
STAR
is the observation of the north-south & east-
west omponent of the polarisation at one position at the same time. The dual-polarised
measurements are used for the parametrisation of the total eld strength and additionally
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allow to verify the parametrisations of previous studies as given in eq. 2.2 and eq. 2.3,
respetively [Alla 71, Horn 06℄.
A general parametrisation follows eq. 6.2 and takes into aount the previous ap-
proahes (only ǫ
EW
) and is the starting equation to parametrise the total eld strength ǫ.
The funtion has to be adapted to the data to nd the best solution.
ǫ
tot or EW
= C · cos(θ) · (Cα ± sin (α± φα))
· exp
(
−daxis
d0
)
·
(
E
GeV
)CE [
µV
m ·MHz
]
(6.2)
Where ǫ
tot
and ǫ
EW
are the parameters orrelated to the measured radio peak of the
ombined hannels and only the east-west omponent, respetively, C is a proportional
onstant, θ is the zenith angle, (Cα ± sin (α± φα)) desribes the dependene on the
geomagneti angle α with an additional phase φα, an exponential funtion orresponds to
the lateral derease inluding the sale parameter d0, and a power law with an exponent
CE, whih has to be lose to unity (oherent signal), desribes the dependene on the
energy of the primary partile.
The Method
An iterative proedure to determine the parameters and their unertainties was per-
formed by using the minuit pakage of root [Brun 97℄ (TMinuit, v5.18.00) with the
internal MIGRAD algorithm. The χ2 funtion follows eq. 6.3, in whih the index data
orresponds to the measured and alibrated data, whereas the index par orresponds to
the hosen parametrisation (eq. 6.2). The dierene between the data and the model
was then minimised by the minuit algorithm to nd the best parameters desribing the
measured data.
χ2 =
(
ǫ
data
− ǫ
par
σǫ
data
)2
(6.3)
The unertainties of the measured signals per polarisation were estimated by tak-
ing into aount the noise level in eah hannel. Therefore, the mean noise level
| ~¯E
noise,pol
| and its unertainty |~¯σE
noise,pol
| in the reorded time window exluding the
deteted shower pulse per hannel (polarisation) were determined based on the enve-
lope signal. The inuenes of bakground proesses and the noise level are estimated at
σ
noise,pol
= | ~¯E
noise,pol
|+5 · |~¯σ ~E
noise,pol
|. In addition, the unertainty of the alibration has
to be taken into aount and results in 7.4% related to the peak value.
The totally estimated unertainty of the data per hannel results in σ2 = σ2
noise,pol
+
σ2
alib,pol
and additionally has to be divided by the eetive bandwidth ∆f
e
.
Both polarisations per LPDA are ombined per vetorial addition ǫ =
|
√
| ~E
NS
|2+| ~E
EW
|2|
∆f
e
and the unertainties are alulated by Gaussian error propagation.
6.3.3 Signals of the East-West Polarised Component
A omparison with the previous experiments is performed on the basis of the east-west
polarised omponent measured by LOPES
STAR. This study is separated into one part
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that takes the zenith dependeny into aount (as well as the previous approahes) and
another part that neglets it.
With cos(θ) dependene:
The best parametrisation and its resulting parameters as well as its unertainties are
given in eq. 6.4 for the omparison with the previous approahes. The nal χ2 ≈ 37
orresponds to a probability of about 18% by taking into aount the number of degree
of freedom ndf = 30.
ǫ
EW
=(0.5± 0.3) · cos(θ) · ((7.1 ± 3.6) − sin (α))
· exp
(
− daxis
(122 ± 12)m
)
·
(
E
GeV
)1.24±0.01 [
µV
m ·MHz
]
(6.4)
The onstant fator of (0.5 ± 0.3) with its unertainty of 60% shows that the
measured signal might be overestimated. The geomagneti angle is desribed by
((7.1± 3.6) − sin (α)). A parametrisation, like for the LOPES30 data [Horn 06,
Nehl 08a℄, that depends on (1−cos(α)) is not onsistent with the given statistis. Higher
event statistis are needed to verify the previous parametrisations.
Without cos(θ) dependene:
The best parametrisation without the θ dependene is given in eq. 6.5. The nal χ2 ≈ 37
orresponds to a probability of about 20% by taking into aount the number of degree
of freedom ndf = 31.
ǫ
EW
=(2.2± 0.3) · (1 + cos (α))
· exp
(
− daxis
(120 ± 12)m
)
·
(
E
GeV
)1.15±0.04 [
µV
m ·MHz
]
(6.5)
Assuming no cos(θ) dependene on the zenith angle and hoosing a xed α dependene
result in the same χ2 value and an inreased probability. The hosen model desribes
the data better due to the smaller unertainties of the parameters. Any parametrisation
with more parameters did not improve the probability of the t. Again, a higher shower
statistis is needed to optimise the parametrisation of the measured radio pulses.
Results
The best found parametrisations are presented for the east-west polarised omponent of
the eletri eld. None of the previous parametrisations are onsistent with the given
statistis. The main reasons for that is the low event statistis. The large unertain-
ties in the alibration of the previous experiments might be an additional eet. The
ongoing measurements in oinidene with KASCADE-Grande will allow more detailed
investigations with muh higher event statistis.
The best parametrisation of the LOPES
STAR
data shows no dependene on the zenith
angle θ and parametrises the geomagneti angle by (1 + cos(α)). The sale parameter
d0 results in d0,EW = (121 ± 12)m for the parametrisation of the east-west polarised
signals.
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6.3.4 Signals of the North-South & East-West Polarised Component
The quantity ǫ is related to the radio pulse and used to parametrise the measured
signals. For the rst time dual-polarised measurements an be parametrised with the
help of the reonstrution from a well alibrated extensive air shower experiment. The
rst parametrisation takes into aount a dependene on cos(θ), whereas the seond
approah neglets it.
With cos(θ) dependene:
The best parametrisation and its resulting parameters as well as its unertainties are
given in eq. 6.6. The nal χ2 ≈ 28 orresponds to a probability of about 14% by taking
into aount the number of degree of freedom ndf = 21.
ǫ =(9.1± 5.5) · cos(θ) · ((1.1 ± 0.05) − sin (α+ (0.43± 0.15)))
· exp
(
− daxis
(137± 16)m
)
·
(
E
GeV
)1.71±0.02 [
µV
m ·MHz
]
(6.6)
The onstant fator (9.1± 5.5) with an unertainty of 60% and the deviation from
unity of the exponent (1.71±0.02) of the energy behaviour reet the low event statistis
and the energy unertainty of the primary partiles
σE
E ≈ 40%. The parametrisation of
the geomagneti angle shows a sinus dependene due to the small phase (0.43 ± 0.15) rad.
Again, the event statistis is too low to obtain signiant results.
Without cos(θ) dependene:
The best parametrisation and its resulting parameters without the θ dependene is given
in eq. 6.7. The nal χ2 ≈ 27 orresponds to a probability of about 14% by taking into
aount the number of degree of freedom ndf = 22 due to one more xed parameter
ompared to eq. 6.6.
ǫ =(4.4± 1.3) · ((1.08 ± 0.07) − sin (α))
· exp
(
− daxis
(138± 20)m
)
·
(
E
GeV
)1.6±0.3 [
µV
m ·MHz
]
(6.7)
Small unertainties of the parameters are obtained by this approah. The resulting
unertainty of the energy behaviour (1.6 ± 0.3) (18%) is again related to the energy
unertainty of KASCADE-Grande. Higher event statistis has to verify eq. 6.7.
The parametrisation of eq. 6.7 desribes best the observed radio emission of extensive
air showers with LOPES
STAR.
6.3.5 Results
The orrelations of the dual-polarised measurements of LOPES
STAR
with the well ali-
brated results from KASCADE-Grande are limited due to the low event statistis. The
parametrisation of the measured radio pulses is an important step to understand radio
emission in detail.
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The dependene of the geomagneti angle α might be desribed by (1− sin(α)). Both
approahes, eq. 6.6 and 6.7, result in low unertainties of 5% and 6%, respetively. The
sale parameter d0 results in d0 = (137 ± 18)m.
The event statistis does not allow to verify previous parametrisations of the radio
emission based on signals of the east-west polarised omponents of the radio pulses.
LOPES
STAR
has to be seen as a prototype detetor for large-sale arrays. Thus, this
analysis points out the possibilities of the detetor system and helps to design future
detetors. The limiting fator of the presented parametrisation of the eld strength is the
low event statistis due to the small area equipped on the site of the Forshungszentrum
Karlsruhe and the limited time of measurement.
6.4 Shower Reonstrution
The reonstrution of shower quantities based on the reorded LOPES
STAR
data are
performed on an event-by-event basis. The rst part of this setion disusses the re-
onstrution of the arrival diretion of the primary partiles and an estimation of the
angular resolution of LOPES
STAR
is presented. Furthermore, the distributions of the
shower quantities are shown and ompared with the expetations of the geosynhrotron
model. The last part of this setion is dediated to the golden events and the omparison
with detailed Monte Carlo simulations for these events.
The digital methods used in this setion (RFI suppression, up-sampling, and envelope
alulation) are desribed in detail in se. 3.4.
6.4.1 Diretion Reonstrution
Several methods to reonstrut the arrival diretion on the basis of radio data are pos-
sible.
Beam-forming is a ommon method of radio astronomy and is also available in the
analysis framework of LOPES30 [Baeh 08, Rohl 04℄. Beam-forming takes advantage of
interferene to hange the diretionality of the antenna array by shifting the individual
time data per hannel by a estimated time onstant ∆t
bf
to maximise the oherene.
An assumption of the expeted shower front has to be made and the pointing auray
inreases with inreasing number of antennas used. The method allows to use low signal-
to-noise data whih show no signiant signal in the time domain. Furthermore, the time
base of all the time samples used have to be known very preisely in order to ahieve
an aurate angular resolution (this is valid for any reonstrution method of the arrival
diretion).
The three LOPES
STAR
antenna lusters reord their own GPS timestamp and the
systems are synhronised not better than 100 ns (auray is given by the manufaturer),
but within a luster the auray is better than 5 ns. Thus, beam-forming over all the
lusters reah an angular resolution not better than the reonstrution of KASCADE-
Grande of ∆θ ≈ ∆ϕ ≈ 2◦.
Eah LOPES
STAR
luster digitises the time samples in phase with the same 80MHz
lok. In addition, all the ables have the same length and all the eletroni omponents
are idential in onstrution. Thus, the delay of the reeived signal, aused by the
hardware, orresponds to a onstant delay and is idential for all the hannels in all the
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Figure 6.2: Two onstraints to dene the time position of the pulse: Rising edge at half
the height (half) or at full height (max).
antenna lusters. An idential and onstant oset in the time data has no eet on the
reonstrution of the arrival diretion.
The approximation of a plane shower front is used as simpliation for the reonstru-
tion of the diretion. Monte Carlo (MC) simulations and other analyses pointed out
a spherial shower front with a radius of several kilometres [Hueg 05b, Nigl 08℄. How-
ever, the assumption is a good approximation due to the short baseline b in the lusters
b
D17
= 70m and b
D30
= 65m. In fat, the assumption of a plane shower front is only
valid for the reonstrution of the arrival diretion based on the data of a single antenna
luster as performed in this analysis. A reonstrution of a spherial shower front with
only four points on the ground is not satisfying. The simpliation of the arrival dire-
tion due to a plane shower front might also be seen as a starting point for further and
more omplex algorithms (e.g. with a larger antenna array).
The reonstrution of the diretion with LOPES
STAR
is based on the SdPlaneFit
module of the Pierre Auger Observatory analysis framework  Offline [Roth 05℄. The
analytial formulae are adapted to the oordinate grid and the angle denition of the
referene frame of KASCADE-Grande. The timing auray of the position of the pulse
is hosen to be 12.5 ns with respet to the approximation of the plane shower front and
the parametrisation of the RF signal.
Position in Time of the Radio Pulse
The denition of the position in time of the deteted pulse has to be robust against
bakground inuenes and dierent shower geometries. The rising edge of the envelope
provides suh onditions. The lter response funtion and espeially the rising edge are
mainly dominated by the harateristis of the band-pass lter (short rise time).
The envelope signal is alulated and the position in time of the radio pulse is de-
ned by a onstant fration method (fator f = 0.5) of the rising edge. Various fators
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e of the re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for the half method.
0 < f ≤ 1 were analysed to nd an optimal and robust onstant fration fator f . In
g. 6.2 is shown the iteratively derived fator f = 0.5 (half) and  for omparison 
the maximum (max) f = 1 (typial hoie).
Note: Only radio pulses deteted by the self-trigger (snr > 75) are used for the reon-
strution of the arrival diretion.
Angular Resolution
The angular resolution of the LOPES
STAR
antenna lusters (D17 & D30) are based
on a well reonstruted data seletion. The arrival diretion of the radio events was
reonstruted twie, one with the max method and one with the half method (see
g. 6.2).
The resulting arrival diretion of eah method was then subtrated from the one given
by the reonstrution of KASCADE-Grande, due to the same arrival diretion (within
0.5◦) of the seondary partiles and the radio emission [Nigl 08℄.
max method Fig. 6.3 shows the dierenes in arrival diretions (zenith angle ∆θ ver-
sus azimuth angle ∆ϕ) reonstruted by KASCADE-Grande and LOPESSTAR.
The angular resolution results in ∆ϕ¯
max
= (5.05 ± 12.82) ◦ and ∆θ¯
max
=
(−3.37± 10.30) ◦ for the max method.
half method The more aurate half method reonstruts the arrival diretion by taking
the time position of the pulse at half its height into aount. In g. 6.4 the
dierene of∆θ versus∆ϕ is illustrated. The angular resolution results in∆ϕ¯
half
=
(2.04 ± 6.96) ◦ and ∆θ¯
half
= (−1.13± 6.38) ◦ for the half method.
The omparison between the max method and the half method points out that the
angular resolution is more preise for the absolute reonstrution of diretion by using
the half method. Both methods have a systemati oset and an unertainty in the order
of the statistial error of the reonstruted diretion. The oset and the unertainty of
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the half method is better by a fator of two than by the max method. In the following,
the half method is used to reonstrut the arrival diretions.
The systemati oset and its unertainty are mainly dominated by the assumption of
a plane shower front and the low number of antennas to alulate the arrival diretion
as the following setion will show. In fat, the alulation of the inoming diretion
with triangulation is a fast and eient way to start a more omplex and more ad-
vaned reonstrution of the diretion. In the ase of using an antenna array with muh
more antennas then beam-forming should be the hoie to ahieve a high angular reso-
lution [Nigl 08℄.
A further method to get a physial limit of the angular resolution is disussed in the
following.
Physial Limit of the Angular Resolution
Sounding to horizontal bakground soures is possible for eah antenna luster. In this
ontext the bakground soures are assumed to be loally xed soures (e.g. industrial
mahines or working grounds) for the measurement period. The analysis is based on the
externally triggered veriation data without applied Grande uts, as listed in table 5.1.
The aepted events by the self-trigger with a zenith angle θ > 70◦ are investigated
further. The LOPES
STAR
antenna lusters D17 and D30 are investigated separately.
Note: The deteted bakground events are randomly reorded due to the external trigger
signal from KASCADE-Grande.
The diretion of the soure depends only on the azimuth angle, whereas the zenith
angle is expeted to be horizontal (within the unertainty of the reonstrution). The
absolute azimuth position of the soure does not have to be known preisely, but the
position of the soure has to be onstant during the time of measurement. A statisti-
al analysis of the reonstruted azimuth angle results in an estimation of the angular
resolution.
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Figure 6.7: The western side of antenna
luster D30 whih reeives bakground
signals from GRID lusters and their
ooling exhauster.
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elerator.
This method may be improved, if an artiial transmitter with an adequate arrival
diretion (0◦ ≤ θ < 70◦) is used instead with a distane to the antennas that fulls
far eld approximation. On the one hand this allows to optimise the LPDA diretion
sensitivity related to the arrival diretion (high suppression of inlined signals). On the
other hand the emitted artiial signal is well understood and the urvature of the signal
front is well dened.
antenna luster D17 Two dominant bakground soures are deteted in these data.
One is the KArlsruher TRItium und Neutrino experiment (KATRIN) in the south-
west diretion. Fig. 6.5 illustrates this bakground soure from the point of view
of the four LPDAs (D17). Three separable soures emitting their signals. The
deteted diretions result in a mean angular resolution of ∆ϕ ≈ 0.6◦.
The angular resolution is also limited by the dimension of the transmitter soure.
The area of the KATRIN experiment is loated about 150m away and over an
area of about 100 × 50m2.
The other bakground soure is loated about 150m in the north-west diretion of
the antenna luster D17 and overs a small area of about (125× 125m2) whih is
used by an outside ompany. As pitured in g. 6.6 the mean azimuth diretion
orresponds to the diretion of this area. The angular resolution results in ∆ϕ ≈
0.7◦.
antenna luster D30 The western side of the luster is loated next to an institute
(distane < 25m) whih provides the housing of GRID FZKA1. The ooling system
of the GRID lusters (exhausters, see g. 6.7) is loated next to the building and
is also visible in g. 3.2 on the upper left hand side. The angular resolution of
the two main peaks orresponds to ∆ϕ < 1◦ and the exhauster sounding results
1
Computer luster whih oers online omputation or storage in a worldwide sub-network (grid).
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Figure 6.10: Arrival diretion of shower
events with their reonstruted uner-
tainties.
in ∆ϕ < 2◦. The dimension of the bakground soure is small but the distane is
very short.
A nearby partile experiment with a Van de Graa aelerator is loated in the
south-west diretion of the luster (about 100m). The angular resolution is shown
in g. 6.8 and results in ∆ϕ ≈ 2.3◦. The shape of this distribution points to
multiple bakground soures whih might be separated by better statistis. The
statistis for that diretion sounding is limited, due to the fat that this experiment
was shut down during the measurement period of the veriation data used.
Results
The omparison of both antenna lusters shows that an angular resolution of ∆ϕ ≈ 0.6◦
is ahievable by using triangulation with signals of three or four antennas. This method
does not allow to determine the angular resolution of the zenith angle (θ ≈ 90◦ within
the unertainties). The hosen simpliation of the shower front results in a systemati
oset of the reonstruted arrival diretion, whereas the angular resolution might reet
the inuene of environmental eets on the reeiving properties of the LPDA (sattering
of the eletromagneti waves and the orresponding delayed reeiving times). In fat, if
the real shower front of the radio emission of extensive air showers is better understood
then the radio tehnique ould easily ahieve a more preise resolution of the arrival
diretion ompared to partile detetors.
6.4.2 Geomagneti Angle and Primary Energy
The 10 radio events aepted by the applied quality uts show a distribution of the
energy and the geomagneti angle as illustrated in g. 6.9 for the antenna lusters D17
(×) and D30 (◦). The math of both symbols orresponds to the double-deteted shower
event in antenna luster D17 & D30.
The geomagneti angle α is dened as the angle between the magneti eld of the
Earth and the shower axis. The shower axis is reonstruted by taking the position of
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the shower ore and the arrival diretion from KASCADE-Grande into aount, whereas
the geomagneti eld lines point to the south with a zenith angle θ ≈ 25◦ on the site of
the Forshungszentrum Karlsruhe
2
[Maus 05℄.
The radio signal in the observed polarisations depends on the geomagneti angle α as
desribed in the geosynhrotron model. In fat, most of the radio signals are observed
for α > 40◦ as a funtion of the energy of the primary partile. The data shown in
gure 6.9 might also hint to the more eetive radio observations for higher energies of
the primary partiles, due to the expeted linear inrease of the eld strength with the
energy (geosynhrotron model).
6.4.3 Arrival Diretion
The distribution of the arrival diretions of showers based on the LOPES
STAR
and
KASCADE-Grande reonstrution is shown in g. 6.10. The arrival diretions of the
deteted events from antenna luster D17 (×) and from D30 (◦) are alulated on the
basis of the measured radio signal with the statistial unertainties from the shower plane
t. The illustrated arrival diretions from KASCADE-Grande (•) result from the reon-
strution of the partile detetors with an unertainty of ± 2◦ for zenith and azimuth
diretion.
No events are deteted arriving from the south due to the orientation of the geo-
magneti eld (ϕ = 180◦, θ = 25◦) whih is almost in parallel to the shower axis for
these diretions. For suh inidenes the ontribution to radio emission is small and
for low energy partiles negligible and not deteted by the self-trigger. This onrms
that the radio emission of osmi ray air showers is mainly dominated by a geomagneti
emission mehanism.
Note: Events with θ > 45◦ are rejeted by the applied Grande uts.
6.4.4 Golden Events
Fig. 6.1 illustrates the distribution of the shower ores on the ground. In partiular,
there are two shower events that are deteted by all 10 LOPES
STAR
antennas whih
are marks as golden events. The golden event with the mark II was rejeted by the
reonstrution of KASCADE-Grande due to the inlined zenith angle. A summary of
the main harateristis of the seleted golden events are given in table 6.3 and are
disussed in the following.
Reonstrution of the Shower Core with Radio
The position of the shower ores are reonstruted by KASCADE-Grande. If the shower
impat point is within the area overed by the antenna arrays (D17, D19 and D30) then
the position of the shower ore an be reonstruted on the basis of the radio data. The
baryentre of all the measured signals (per antenna: ombined north-south & east-west
signal) is alulated (see g. 6.11 and 6.12).
For simpliation, it is assumed that the lateral distribution behaves linearly. The
resulting position of the shower ore an be taken as a starting value for further methods.
2
On the site of the Pierre Auger Observatory the magneti eld lines pointing to the south with a
zenith angle θ ≈ 55
◦
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golden event I golden event II
energy log10(E/GeV) ≈ 8.98 ≈ 9.44
azimuth angle
ϕ
STAR,D17
/degree 348 ± 5 129± 2
ϕ
STAR,D30
/degree 340 ± 10 126± 3
ϕ¯
STAR
/degree 345 ± 6 128± 2
ϕ
Grande
/degree 355 ± 2 129± 2
zenith angle
θ
STAR,D17
/degree 27± 3 53± 5
θ
STAR,D30
/degree 21± 6 64± 10
θ¯
STAR
/degree 25± 3 57± 6
θ
Grande
/degree 26± 2 59± 2
shower ore
x
STAR
/m 3± 10 −106± 5
x
Grande
/m 8± 7 −386± 7
y
STAR
/m −327± 6 −362± 4
y
Grande
/m −368± 7 −392± 7
geomagneti angle α/degree ≈ 51 ≈ 46
Table 6.3: Main harateristis of the two golden events.
The baryentre for the x and y oordinate in the referene frame of KASCADE-Grande
follows eq. 6.8.
x
bary
=
∑
i
∣∣∣ ~Ei∣∣∣ ·xant,i∑
j
∣∣∣ ~Ej∣∣∣ ybary =
∑
i
∣∣∣ ~Ei∣∣∣ · yant,i∑
j
∣∣∣ ~Ej∣∣∣ (6.8)
where
∣∣∣ ~E∣∣∣ are the total measured eletri eld strength (per antenna) and x
ant
and y
ant
are the orresponding oordinates of the position in the observation plane.
The indiated error bars in g. 6.11 and 6.12 orrespond to the unertainty of the
measured eld strength as a result from the performed alibration. The unertainty of
the absolute eld strength have to be taken into aount for omparisons with quantities
that are measured by dierent antenna luster.
The nal unertainties for the alulated baryentres result from Gaussian error prop-
agation by taking into aount the error of the absolute eld strength and the unertainty
of the antenna position (0.5m). The unertainty of the shower ore from KASCADE-
Grande is xed at 7m for the x and y oordinate.
The antenna density of the overed area has an important inuene when using this
method. If the observed area is not overed with a regular struture then the distri-
butions of the eld strength versus the ground position of the antennas is not lled
homogeneously. The missing points on the ground mainly inrease the unertainty of
the alulated baryentres.
Furthermore, positions of the shower ore whih are loated outside the overed area
are shifted inside the antenna array by this method.
golden event I A omparison of the position of the ore derived from the reonstrution
of KASCADE-Grande with the alulated baryentre gives an estimation of the
systemati unertainties of this method (see g. 6.11).
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Figure 6.11: Determined position of the shower ore on the basis of the reorded radio
signal of 10 LOPES
STAR
antennas (see g. 6.1, dashed red irle I).
x
bary,star,I
=(3± 10)m y
bary,star,I
=(−327± 6)m
x
Grande,I
=(9± 7)m y
Grande,I
=(−368± 7)m
The large unertainty for the x oordinate orresponds to the irregular grid stru-
ture of the antenna positions on the ground. The expeted position of the shower
ore is lose to one antenna of luster D17 and the lusters D19 and D30 are loated
almost at the same x oordinate. Therefore, the distribution of the x oordinate
shows an unovered range around −100m < x < 25m but overs a range of 350m
in total. The results from the x oordinates math within their unertainties for
the LOPES
STAR
and KASCADE-Grande reonstrution.
The distribution of the y oordinate overs a range of almost 300m with the 10
LOPES
STAR
antennas. The resulting position of the shower ore has an unertainty
in the range of the unertainty of KASCADE-Grande. The relative deviation of
both reonstrutions of the y oordinate is less then 12%.
golden event II The seond seleted golden event as shown in g. 6.12 was rejeted by
the Grande uts (θ < 45◦). The reonstrution of KASCADE-Grande showed that
Nµ and Ne are determined with a large unertainty (needed for an estimation of
the energy), but the position of the shower ore is preise.
The reonstruted diretion from radio results in θ
star
≈ 58◦ and ϕ
star
= 128◦ and
the reonstruted diretion of KASCADE-Grande results in θ
Grande
≈ 59◦ and
ϕ ≈ 129◦. A trustable alibration of the radio data an be performed for θ . 60◦
whih is fullled for that shower event.
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Figure 6.12: Determined position of the shower ore on the basis of the reorded radio
signal of 10 LOPES
STAR
antennas (see g. 6.1, dashed red irle II).
x
bary,star,II
=(−106 ± 5)m y
bary,star,II
=(−362 ± 4)m
x
Grande,II
=(−386 ± 7)m y
Grande,II
=(−392 ± 7)m
The baryentre for the x oordinate is shifted about 200m away ompared with
the result from KASCADE-Grande. The reonstruted diretion and position of
the shower ore are well reonstruted by KASCADE-Grande for that partiular
shower event. The real position of the shower ore was loated outside the area
overed by the antennas and shifted toward this area.
The reonstrution of the y oordinate diers less then 7%.
Results
The omparison of the alulated positions of the shower ore from LOPES
STAR
and
KASCADE-Grande showed that this method works reasonable as a rst (fast) guess,
whih was also shown by other experiments [Ardo 06℄.
The disadvantage of this method results from the assumption that the real impat
point of the shower ore has to be loated inside the overed area. Otherwise the method
itself will shift the position of the ore by an unknown fator inside the observed area.
Furthermore, the baryentre method assumes a linear derease of the lateral distribution
of the radio emission, whih is not fullled (see next paragraph). If the lateral distri-
bution funtion is experimentally determined then this method might be improved by
tting the distribution diretly.
Lateral Distribution
The two golden events were seleted to investigate the Lateral Distribution Funtion
(LDF) in more detail. In this ontext the LDF is dened by the dependene on the
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Figure 6.13: The lateral distribution funtions (LDF) of the golden event I: Measured
data (blak dots), applied t (red line), and MC simulations (blue squares).
deteted peak height of the radio pulse versus the distane of the antennas to the shower
axis. An exponential derease of the eletromagneti emission of the shower signal by
inreased distane perpendiular to the shower axis (shower oordinates) is expeted
from theory as well as from other experimental results [Nehl 08a, Hueg 05b℄.
The illustrated error bars (g. 6.13  6.18) for the eld strength result from the sum
of the alibration unertainties and an estimated inuene of the bakground noise at
the individual time samples. The error bars for the perpendiular distane to the shower
axis (d
axis
) result from the error propagation of alulating d
axis
with the given shower
axis and an unertainty of 7m (KASCADE-Grande).
The simulated shower events, presented here, are alulated with REAS2 [Hueg 07℄.
The Monte Carlo (MC) radio simulation uses the partile MC simulation tool
CORSIKA [Hek 98℄ for the eletron & positron distributions and determines the ra-
dio emission by alulating the geosynhrotron emission from the harged partiles in
the air shower.
The quantities of the reonstrution of KASCADE-Grande and a typial unertainty
of the energy of
σE
E
≈ 40% is taken into aount for the radio simulations. With respet
to shower-to-shower utuations, 150 shower proles assuming primary protons were
alulated. Out of these proles a typial shower event was seleted for the omparisons
with the golden events [Hueg 08℄.
golden event I The lateral distribution of the golden event I is illustrated in g. 6.13
(blak dots). The antenna signal orresponds to the absolutely alibrated and
ombined signal of the north-south & east-west polarised omponent (per antenna).
A t of an exponential derease of the radio emission with inreasing distane to
the shower axis d
axis
results in a sale parameter d0,I = (116.6± 12.3)m (solid red
urve).
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Figure 6.14: LDF for the north-south po-
larised omponent (blak dots) with an
MC shower simulation (blue squares) and
an exponential t to the data (red line).
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Figure 6.15: East-west polarisation: LDF
for a seleted event (blak dots) as well as
the orresponding MC simulation (blue
squares) and an exponential t (red line).
Additionally, an MC simulation for a typial shower event is pitured (blue
squares). In the range lose to the shower axis (d
axis
< 100m) the simulation
seems to overestimate the measured signal. The simulation within the range of
100m < d
axis
< 210m mathes the measured data within their unertainties,
whereas the simulation signiantly diers for d
axis
> 210m.
Fig. 6.14 shows the signal of the north-south polarised omponent versus the dis-
tane to the shower axis (d
axis
) as well as g. 6.15 for the signal of the east-west
polarised omponent (blak dots). The applied exponential t is pitured with the
solid red line and results in a sale parameter of d0,I,NS = (128.6 ± 94.6)m and
d0,I,ES = (115.8 ± 12.3)m, respetively.
Most of the radio emission is expeted to be deteted in the east-west polarisation
due to the arrival diretion (ϕ ≈ 355◦ and θ ≈ 26◦) and the resulting geomagneti
angle α ≈ 46◦. The data and simulations illustrated for the north-south polar-
isation (see g. 6.14) and the east-west polarisation (see g. 6.15) onrm this
assumption.
The dierenes between the data and the simulations (east-west) behave very sim-
ilarly as the ombined signal of both polarisations, due to the dominant signal in
this polarisation, whereas the distribution of the signal in the north-south polari-
sation is very low for the measured and simulated antenna positions. Furthermore,
the radio pulses measured in the north-south hannel diers by a fator of 10 from
the signals in the east-west hannel and is reprodued by the simulations. This
result again onrms the geosynhrotron model.
golden event II Shower event II was rejeted by the Grande uts. A detailed analysis
of the full reonstrution of this event points out that the reonstruted position
and arrival diretion is trustable but the estimated energy based on the muon and
eletron number might be wrong. A falsely reonstruted energy results only in
a proportional fator (shift) of the simulated eld strength, due to the fat that
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Figure 6.16: The lateral distribution funtions (LDF) of the golden event II: Measured
data (blak dots), applied t (red line), and MC simulations (blue squares).
the radio emission of the primary partile sales linearly with the primary energy(
| ~E| ∝ ( E
1017 eV
)≈1
parametrisation of the radio emission, see eq. 2.1
)
.
Note: No shift to the simulated eld strength was applied for the omparison of
the measured and simulated data for any golden event.
The lateral distribution of the ombined polarisation signals are illustrated in
g. 6.16 (blak dots). The sale parameter d0,II from the exponential t results
in d0,II = (985 ± 594)m. The lateral distribution for eah measured signal per
polarisation is shown in g. 6.17 and g. 6.18, respetively.
The sale parameters per polarisation result in d0,II,NS = (912 ± 534)m and
d0,II,EW ≈ (4600±4 · 104)m. The results of the t from d0,II,EW are misleading due
to the low reeived signal in the east-west polarisation. The large unertainties of
the sale parameter of all three ts are due to the positions of the antennas in rela-
tion to the position of the shower ore. The t is applied to data that orrespond
to the tail of the exponential funtion and the unertainty inreases.
Additionally, a omparison with the MC simulation is illustrated (blue squares).
Most of the simulated and measured data points math within their unertainties
for d
axis
> 200m. It seems that the simulation overestimates the shower signals
lose to the shower axis (d
axis
< 120m) for the ombined signal and per polarised
omponent measured as well.
The golden event II was reonstruted with a arrival diretion of ϕ ≈ 129◦ and θ ≈
60◦. Due to the reonstruted azimuth angle the main part of the shower signal is
expeted to be measured in the north-south polarised omponent and orresponds
to g. 6.17 and g. 6.18, respetively. The orrespondene between the measured
data and the simulations onrms again the assumption of the geosynhrotron
model.
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Figure 6.17: LDF for the north-south po-
larised omponent (blak dots) with an
MC shower simulation (blue squares) and
an exponential t to the data (red line)
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Figure 6.18: East-west polarisation: LDF
for a seleted event (blak dots) as well as
the orresponding MC simulation (blue
squares) and an exponential t (red line).
Results
An area of about 300×350m2 is overed by the LOPESSTAR antenna lusters to investi-
gate lateral distributions. The industrial environment on the site of the Forshungszen-
trum Karlsruhe denes possible antenna positions, whih does not allow an installation
on a regular grid. An estimation of the eetive area of the three antenna lusters of
LOPES
STAR
on the basis of the distribution of deteted and well-reonstruted shower
events results in 600× 800m2.
The three LOPES
STAR
antenna lusters reorded one golden event, whih was a-
epted by the self-trigger as well as by the Grande uts. The omparison of simulations
with measured signals of the total eld strength as well as of eah polarisation diers sig-
niantly. Antenna signals lose to the shower axis are overestimated by the simulations.
This eet seems to inrease with inreasing zenith angle. The mean sale parameter d0
results in d0,I = (116 ± 12)m for zenith angle < 40◦.
A seond seleted golden event was aepted by the self-trigger and rejeted by the
Grande uts due to the inlined arrival diretion (θ ≈ 60◦). Simulated shower signals
lose to the shower axis are again overestimated ompared with the measured data. The
mean sale parameter d0 results in a very large value with an unertainty of more than
56%. Past investigations showed signiantly dierenes between measured signals and
simulated signals with REAS2 [Nehl 08a℄.
More shower events with observed signals in the north-south & east-west polarisation
are needed to improve the veriation of the MC simulations. The omparison of the
measured signals with the simulation results in a good orrespondene at lateral distanes
of about 50m to 350m and helps to improve the understanding of the radio emission of
extensive air showers.
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6.5 Results
Ten radio events are nally aepted by all the quality uts applied to the reonstrution
of KASCADE-Grande and LOPES
STAR
and are used for the analysis.
The reonstrution of the arrival diretion in this thesis is based on the assumption of
a planar shower front. The point in time of the deteted radio pulse is determined with
a onstant fration method of half the height.
A hallenge is to parametrise the observed radio emission of high energy osmi rays.
LOPES
STAR
reords the north-south & east-west polarised omponent of the eletri
eld and thereby obtains a more preise measurement of the emitted signal ompared
with previous experiments.
In a rst step a parametrisation to verify pervious approahes was tried out without
suess, due to the low event statistis and limited measurement period.
In a next step the measured total eld strength with the ombined polarised signals
was parametrised. The best parametrisation and its t take the dependene on the
geomagneti angle α as (1 − sin(α)) into aount and disregard the dependene on the
zenith angle θ and result in a sale parameter d0 = (137 ± 18)m. These results have to
be proven by an analysis of the ongoing measurements of LOPES
STAR
and KASCADE-
Grande.
LOPES
STAR
ahieves an angular resolution of about ∆ϕ ≈ ∆θ ≈ 7◦ with a systemati
oset of about ∆ϕ ≈ 2◦ and ∆θ ≈ −1◦ on the basis of the observed shower events. The
unertainty and the oset are dominated by the assumption of a planar shower front
and the limited number of antennas.
A seond method to estimate the angular resolution by triangulation with suh a
detetor is based on rejeted and highly inlined bakground events (θ ≈ 90◦) from
loally xed soures (e.g. mahines, working grounds). Assuming additionally that the
absolute position and the exat shape of the signal front is onstant for the time of
measurement, LOPES
STAR
ahieves an angular resolution of ∆ϕ ≈ 0.6◦.
The seleted radio events verify the expetation of the geosynhrotron model that less
shower events are expeted from an arrival diretion of the south, due to the diretion
of the geomagneti eld on the site of the Forshungszentrum Karlsruhe.
A reonstrution of the position of the shower ore on the basis of the radio data is
possible by alulating the baryentre with the measured signals on the ground. The
method is limited by the sensitive area of the detetor and will produe false positions
if the real position of the shower ore is loated outside the equipped area.
Two shower events are reorded by all 10 LPDAs and are seleted for an investigation
of the lateral distribution and a omparison with their Monte Carlo simulations. The
analysis showed that the measured signals are qualitatively reprodues by the simula-
tions. Signals lose to the shower axis are overestimated. A further omparison of eah
signal (north-south and east-west polarised omponent) with the simulated signal (per
polarisation) additionally veries the geosynhrotron model.
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LOPES
STAR
is a prototype detetor for future experiments inluding a trigger system on
the observation of radio emission of ultra-high energy osmi rays. Absolutely alibrated
measurements of the north-south & east-west polarised omponents of the eletri eld
in ombination with well-established partile detetors were performed.
An installation of 10 logarithmi-periodi dipole antennas has been set-up on the site
of the Forshungszentrum Karlsruhe in Germany and inside the area of the KASCADE-
Grande experiment to observe the north-south and east-west polarisation in parallel. An
external trigger signal starts the data aquisition of LOPES
STAR
for osmi rays with
an energy of E > 1016 eV.
Furthermore, three additional antennas were installed on the site of the Pierre Auger
Observatory in Argentina to investigate the environmental onditions and the bak-
ground inuenes on the system. On the site of the Pierre Auger Observatory the
amplitude in the noise spetrum is one order of magnitude lower than on the site of the
Forshungszentrum Karlsruhe whih is dominated by an industrial harater of this area.
The site of the Pierre Auger Observatory is forseen for a large-sale antenna array in
order to observe radio emission of the ultra-high energy osmi rays in the near future.
The presented results are based on bakground investigations in the framework of the
Pierre Auger Observatory as well as on the oinident measurements of LOPES
STAR
and
KASCADE-Grande. The radio emission of osmi rays was observed in a frequeny range
of 40−80MHz by logarithmi-periodi dipole antennas, whereas the KASCADE-Grande
experiment measures the seondary partiles of extensive air showers. The developed
methods and algorithms in the ontext of the alibration, the trigger system, and the
data analysis are now standard tools for the analysis of radio pulses in air shower (e.g.
in the LOPES ollaboration) and an be transferred to future experiments.
The detetor system used is absolutely alibrated and ross-heked by applying two
dierent alibration proedures. On the one hand preise laboratory measurements
of eah omponent used in the signal hain were performed and ombined with the
harateristis of the ables used to desribe the experimental onguration (Step-by-
Step method). On the other hand an external referene soure was used to emit a well-
dened eletri eld, whih was reeived by the LOPES
STAR
antennas, manipulated by
the omplete signal hain, and nally stored on hard dis (End-to-End method).
A detailed omparison showed that the frequeny dependent alibration onstants
math for both methods within their unertainties of about 30%. The total unertainty
of the measured eld strength results in σ| ~E| = 7.2% for LOPES
STAR
by the Step-by-
Step method.
The bakground onditions on the site of the Forshungszentrum Karlsruhe are dom-
inated by transient signals and radio frequeny interferenes. The presented self-trigger
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suiently suppresses these bakground signals on eah hannel (polarisation) per an-
tenna. The hosen parameters to desribe the signals are plausibly motivated and are
easy to extend. The aepted radio emission signals and shower-like bakground sig-
nals in eah hannel are further analysed by a so-alled luster trigger. It rejets highly
inlined and oinident man-made signals (zenith angle θ > 60◦) and rejets all the
non-oinident events as well.
The resulting purity (6%), eieny (90%) and rejetion (99.9%) prove that the
trigger system rejets bakground signals per hannel and luster in a suient way.
The ahieved (false) trigger rates at the Forshungszentrum Karlsruhe will derease on
the site of the Pierre Auger Observatory due to the one order of magnitude better
bakground onditions. In addition, the power per polarisation reeived is proportional
to E2 desribed by the geosynhrotron model and the trigger eieny quadratially
inreases with inreasing energy of the primary partile.
The proof-of-priniple of the self-trigger system is obtained by the presented studies.
The event statistis is restrited to events with an energy of E ≤ 1018 eV, due to the area
overed by KASCADE-Grande (700 × 700m2) and to the limited time of measurement
for with the atual LOPES
STAR
onguration. The observed energy range of the Pierre
Auger Observatory makes the site in Argentina attrative for the future (E > 1018 eV).
An existing hardware with a digital signal proessor and a programmable logial hard-
ware is re-used to implement a prototype version of the disussed self-trigger system. The
optimised implementation of the trigger algorithms are in progress and rst measure-
ments to verify the strategy are planned on the site of the Forshungszentrum Karlsruhe
for autumn 2008. In a next step measurements on the site of the Pierre Auger Obser-
vatory with three antennas are planned for late 2008. The hardware based prototype
self-trigger has to prove the experimental pratiability under environmental onditions
of the two sites.
Quality uts are applied to the reonstrution of KASCADE-Grande and LOPES
STAR
to selet well reonstruted shower events. Ten radio events are nally aepted by all
the quality uts and are used for further investigations.
The reeived radio pulse is orrelated to the ombined peak values of the north-south
& east-west polarised omponent. A parametrisation of the radio emission depending on
the geomagneti angle α, the energy of the primary partile E, and the sale parameter
d0 was performed. The best t results in a sale parameter of d0 = (137 ± 18)m and a
linear dependene on the primary energy E.
The ahieved angular resolution of the azimuth angle ϕ and the zenith angle θ results
in ∆ϕ ≈ ∆θ ≈ 7◦ with a systemati oset of ∆ϕ ≈ 2◦ and ∆θ ≈ −1◦ on the basis of the
seleted shower events. The unertainty and the oset are dominated by the assumption
of a planar shower front.
A seond independent method is used to alulate the angular resolution. The res-
olution was estimated on the basis of rejeted and highly inlined bakground events
(θ ≈ 90◦) from loally xed soures (e.g. mahines, working grounds). In addition, it is
assumed that the absolute position and the exat shape of the signal front are onstant
for the time of measurement. The investigations show that LOPES
STAR
ahieves an
angular resolution of ∆ϕ ≈ 0.6◦.
The seleted shower events full all the quality uts and verify the expetation of the
geosynhrotron model that less shower events are observed from southern arrival dire-
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tions, due to the orientation of the geomagneti eld on the site of the Forshungszentrum
Karlsruhe.
Two events are observed from all 10 LOPES
STAR
antennas and are used to investigate
the lateral distribution on an event-by-event basis and for a detailed omparison with
Monte Carlo simulations. The lateral distribution is dened by the dependene on the
deteted peak height of the radio pulse versus the distane of the antennas to the shower
axis. The analysis showed that the measured signal is qualitatively reprodued, exept
antennas lose to the shoer axis were overestimated. Nevertheless, this investigation
onrms the geosynhrotron model. The seond shower event is highly inlined and the
orrelation is not signiant.
LOPES
STAR
is an absolutely alibrated detetor to observe the radio emission of os-
mi rays. The presented self-trigger system rejets transient signals as well as radio
frequeny interferenes and aepts the radio signals from extensive air showers. Thus,
LOPES
STAR
is an important building blok on the path to the upoming antenna array
of a few tens of km2. This is neessary in order to understand in more detail the eet
of the radio emission of osmi rays and their orrelation with the parameters of the air
shower. The presented results are used in the planned radio detetor within the frame-
work of the Pierre Auger Observatory and will ontribute to verify the geosynhrotron
model of extensive air showers at energies above 1018 eV.
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